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1

GOALS FOR THE COURSE

The resource units make it clear that the eleventh
grade course is designed to teach attitudes and
skills as well as concepts and generalizations.
This section deals briefly with objectives for the
course. Charts appended to this guide indicate
more specifically the way in which goals were esi-

veloped in the different units.

Behavioral Goals Related to Valuee

The eleventh grade course was developed with a view
to helping students develop most of the scholarly values
identified by the Center's staff for the entire social
studies program. It was designed also to develop a
number of the public values or values related to the
ground rules of a democratic society. It should be
noted, moreover, that some of these attitudes are
basic to an overall value not stated for
each of the units--the value of human dignity. Most
pupils will come to the course with a fairly well-
developed value for human dignity as a result of
previous experiences at home, in school, in cht,rch,
and in their many informal groups. Prdbably, some
specific values of this course will develop as pupils
see the need for certain things to protect tL,:.
value. However, the content used to teach these other
values, such as those related to procedural safe-
guards, freedom of thought and expression, and equality.
of opportunity nay also help reinforce students'
attitudes toward human dignity. The value for human
dignity is closely related to two behavioral goals
stated in several of the units--those of evaluating
both institutions and proposals in terms of their effects
upon human beings.

The eleventh grade course is also
velop several attitudes which are
from the study of social science c
exanple, most of the units try to
velop a scepticism of single-facto
the social sciences and of panacea

It should not be thought that some
neglected merely because.there is
them under a specific unit in the
indicate those units where the goa
portant in designing specific acti
the others will be reinforced in
they are not checked.

Skills

This course attempts to develop ma
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for the first time in this course.
are tr.2,11t in earlier courses are

,lart on sequential develop
on Dage 15-18.
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The eleventh grade course is also designed to de-
velop several attitudes which are likely to arise
from the study of oc1.a1 science content. For
(Ixanple, most of the units try to help students de-
velop a scepticism of single-factor causation in
the social sciences and of panaceas.

It should not be thought that some of the goals are
neglected merely because there is no check against
them under a specific unit in the chart. The checks
indicate those units where the goals have been im-
portant in designing specific activities. Many of
the others be reinforced in units in which
they are not checked.

Skills

This course attempts to develop many skills. A
large number of the skills are'related to methods
of inquiry, but they are not the only skills
taught. Most of these skills are not introduced
for the first time in this course. Those which
are t7.,v11t in earlier courses are marked by stars

,..hart on sequential development of skills
on pugvz 15-18.

It Should be noted that although some of these
skills are not listed as objectives in more than
one unit, aster units give students opportunities
to practice and improve the skill. Teachers may
find that they should work intensively on the
skill in a number of units. If so, they should
list it as an objective of the later teaching units.



Some of the skills objectives should. be taught in
all of the units for which they are listed. These
are the thinking skills related to inquiry and crit-
ical tcraluation and some of the map-reading skills.

Other skills, too, are listed for more than one
unit. However, the teacher may decide to postpone
teaching the skill in the first unit in which it
is listed. Or he may think that it is unnecessary
to teach it to all pupils in the second unit in
which it is found, even though he may wIsh to work

__on the skill with a small group of students who
still need help on it.

Goals Related to Concepts and Generalizations

. The Center has chosen to
.and generalizations from
and has tried to provide
ment of them in the K-12

identify important concepts
the various social sciences
for a sequential develop-
curriculum. The eleventh

grade course is interdisciplinary. It draws upon the
concepts and generalizations from all of the disciplines.
Since the course follows other courses which have
focused largely upon individual disciplines, pupils
should draw upon the concepts and generalizations
learned in earlier courses as they examine the dif-
ferent areas of the world. Indeed, one reason for
the course is to have pupils test generalizations
learned while studying the United States with data from
other cultures to see if the generalizations are culture
bound and should be limited. Most of the concepts and
generalizations have been taught in earlier courses.
Those which are reviewed from earlier courses and/or
tested again in this one are marked with stars in the
sequential charts on concepts and generalizations.

Although this course is interdis
concepts can be grouped in such
group constitutes one possible
of the disciplines. The staff"(
about structure in disciplines :

background papers #'s 1 and 2.
ysis of each of the disciplines,
ferred to the background papers
disciplines.
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be taught through different con
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tive-as hypotheses to be teste
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for example, they can generaliz
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Although this course is interdisciplinary, the
concepts can be grouped in such a way that each
group constitutes one possible structure for one
of the disciplines. The staff's point of view
about structure in disciplines is explained in
background papers #'s 1 and 2. For further anal-
ysis of each of the disciplines, the teacher is re-
ferred to the background papers on the different
disciplines.

Most of the generalizations to be.develoPed are pre-
sented in terms.of the social scientist.- No attempt
should be made to have pupils learn the statements
as they are stated in the resource units. Rather,

pupils should be encouraged to generalize in their
own words.

The Rationale for the Number of Objectives

These resource units differ from many units in part
because of the large number of generalizations and
skills to be taught. The teacher should remember
that many of these generalizations and skills are
found in a number of the units in the eleventh grade
course. The sequential pattern from one unit to
the next can be seen in the charts at the end of
this guide. Moreover, many of the objectives are
reviewed from earlier grades and almost all will
be taught through different content in later grades.
This means that it is not necessary or wise to
spend too much time clinching a single generaliza-
tion in any one unit. Rather, children should
generalize and hold these generalizations as tenta-
tive--as hypotheses to be tested more fully as
they study other units. At the end of the course,
for example, they can generalize more fully about



factors causing change or persistence of cultural
traits than they can in the first unit. However,
pupils should still understand that generalizations
may need to be modified later, that they should be
held tentatively, always subject to change in the
light of new evidence.

Because of this reinforcement and further develop-
ment of concepts, generalizations, and skills, it
is important for the teacher to read through the
objectives of all of the units before he begins the
course. It would be wise, also, to examine the ob-
jectives of earlier courses. The charts on goals,
which are found at the end of this guide, a/,o keyed
to show which ones were tav'jit in earlier ,I;des. The
overall chart in Backgrouad Paper #1 indicates at
what levels each concept, generalization, skill, or
attitudinal behavior appears.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

This course relies heavily upon an inquiry approach to
teaching. For a more complete discussion of inquiry
strategies in teaching the teacher should read a
number of the background papers. Background Paper #1
analyzes in more detail the Center's point of view
about inquiry as a teaching strategy and what inquiry
involves. Background Paper #13 examines learning
theory in relation to the use of inquiry. Background
papers on the individual disciplines focus upon inquiry
methods and techniques used in those disciplines,. not
upon inquiry approaches to teaching. However, they
discuss inquiry techniques which might be taught to
pupils in some of the courses.

The eleventh grade course emphasi
which encourages pupils. to find

selves rather than one which emp
tion of generalizations presentee
teacher or a book. Pupils are a
potheses by drawing upon previo
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The eleventh grade course emphasizes a teaching strategy
which encourages pupils to find out things for them-
selves rather than one which emphasizes the absorp-
tion of generalizations presented ready-made by the
teacher or a book. Pupils are asked to set up hy-
potheses by drawing upon previously-learned concepts
and generalizations. They decide that some idea
they have learned in the past might help them make
sense out of this new situation. They cannot be sure,
but they think that this might be so. Inquiry also
involves gathering data, evaluating eourcesItesting
their hypotheses, and generalizing from their
findings.

The Center's staff does not believe, nor does this
course reflect a belief, that all learning must be
developed by this type of teaching etrategy. Some
skill goals call for having pupils learn to use
certain kinds of references or evaluate sources of
information. Such goals cannot be met unless pupils
use a wide variety of materials which present dif-
ferent points of view. Moreover, pupils may need
to read materials which include opinions in order
to gather data to test their hypotheses. Some
accounts suggested in the units are included to
help pupils find out how people who are affected by a
problem or event feel about thatproblem or event.
The fiction,biographnor firsthand accounts give
pupils a chance to identify with the people in
the books and so to understand their feelings as well
as their cultural values and perceptions. Even when
pupils read other people's accounts of topics, they
should be evaluating the ideas against other data,
discriminating between normative and non-normative
statements, identifying basic assumptions, trying to
assess the bias and competency of the author, and



using the data they find to either stimulate new
"hypotheses for testing or to test earlier hypotheses.

At times the teacher may wish to use an informal
lecture to present certain facts, but he-can then
ask questions to help pupils arrive at their own
generalizations from these facts. Indeed, he can
intersperse questions and discussion with his pres-
entation. The purpose of such an informal lecture
is to give pupils the raw data from which they can
develop concepts and generalizations--information
which perhaps is difficult for them to find elsewhere
or to read for themselves or which can be presented
more quickly in this fashion. The informal lecture
should seldom present ready-made generalizations.
At times the teacher may use an informal lecture to
present the main points of a theory which pupils are
then to analyze in terms of basic assumptions or to
check against data. The teacher can present the
theory in simpler terms than it can be found in
reading materials.

the
can also leave out the evi-

dence provided by the author of the theory to sub-
stantiate it if the teacher's purpose is to have
pupils test the theory against data. Although pupils
should develop many of their own hypotheses for
testing, they should also have the experience of testing
social science theories which have gained considerable

attention. Such a lecture differs from the Well-organized
lecture which begins with a thesis and then develops it.*

Clearly, the achievement of varied goals requires varied
teaching strategies. The strategy used in each in-
stance, however, should be appropriate to the specific
objectives to be developed.

Teachers should encourage pupil gueSses as being as

worthwhile at some stages of thinki
meats which present a commentary on
books, articles, or films. At othe
should be asked to look for things
to test their hypotheses. They sho
untested opinion of a non-normative
good as a tested opinion or general
at this stage, however, pupils sho
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or for asking relevant questions wh
raised earlier. Whether or not pup
ask questions, set up hypotheses, a
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However, the teaclar should not airs
"right," or "good" 'ten a pupil pre
which the teacher considers good.
teacher may wish to suggest that it
teresting idea and ask-for other id
class. Then pupils can test differ
can reward or encourage the kinds o
in many ways other than by saying t
come up with a "correct" answer.

Some teachers worry about having pu
ferent materials. They may believe
should have read something in commo
discussions and for tests. Althou
be reading different accounts, they
focused upon the same questions. Pu
on the basis of what they learn fro
Or from various kind.s of reports a
they read. By testing for concepts,
and skills, rather than the specif
piece rt vriting, the teacher can
;:.:;nallzing any pupil who has

* For several different types of informal lectures, see the history sub-unit on the U.S.S.R., pp
and the unit on India, p.38-40.
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encourage pupil guesses as being as

worthwhile at some stages of thinking as are state-
ments which present a commentary on facts found in
books, articles, or films. At other times pupils
should be asked to look for things which can be used
to test their hypotheses. They should learn that an
untested opinion of a non-normative nature is not as
good as a tested opinion or generalization. Even
at this stage, however, pupils should be rewarded
for coming up with new ideas about possible hypotheses
or for asking relevant questions which have not been
raised earlier. Whether or not pupils will learn to
ask questions, set up hypotheses, and generalize for
themselves, depends in part upon whether or not such
behavior is discouraged or encouvaged by teachers.
However, the teacher should not altrays say "yes,"
"right," or "good" then a pupil presents an idea
which the teacher considers good. Rather, the
teacher may wish to suggest that it is a new or in-
teresting idea and ask for other ideas from the
class. Then pupils can test different ideas. Teachers
can reward or encouraFJ the kinds of behavior desired
in many ways other than by saying ';411t the pupil has
come up with a "correct" answer.

Some teachers worry about having pupils read dif-
ferent materials. They may believe that all pupils
should have read something in common as a basis for
discussions and for tests. Although all pupils ray
be reading different accounts, they can read materials

focused upon the same questions. Pupils.cen be evaluated

on the basis-of what they learn from class di3cussions
Or from various Rinds of reports as well'as upon what
they read. By testing for concepts, generalizations,
and skills, rather than the specifics Withihany

.

piece r,f writing, the teacher can avoid
17.:;na1 lzing any pupil Who has

fferent types of informal lectures, see the history sub-unit on the U.S.S.R., pp.164 ff.

n India, p.38-40.



read something different and can make it clear to
the pupils that he is in earnest when he says that
he is more concerned about important ideas than
about details. In some tests the teacher may ask
each pupil to evaluate one of the accounts which
he has read.

Providing different accounts for different students
makes provision for varied reading levels and in-
terests; it alsWmakes it possible to work toward
the development of evaluation skills as well as to
gather more data than that found in one account.
Discussions based on a wide reading program frequently
encourage greater participation by the less able
reader who knows that other students have not read his
book. He is the authority on this particulaa. book.
Many of the accounts which are suggested for the wide
reading program should. also stimulate far greater in-
terest than the typical text account.

THE YOCUS CS= MOMS GRADE COURSE

This course focusee upon area studies. It uses all of
the social science disciplines to analyze the culture
and problems of four selected areas: Western Europe,
the U.S.S.R., China, and India. The reason for the
choice of these particular areas is noted below under
the general outline of tte course. The relationship
of these area studies to other area studies and other
parts of the curriculum is examined later. Here it
should be noted, that there is no attempt to cover many
areas; rather, each area is covered in some depth. An
attemi.t is made to help pupils understand how different

social scientists might study an
kinds of questions which these so
would ask help develop a better
the area.

Emphasis is placed upon developin
cepts and generalizations which c
studying other places. However,
were also chosen because they dea
parts of the world -- countries whi
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world and analyze the problems fa
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zations.

The units are organized so that t
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States in dealing with the area.
look briefly at policy alternati
eaeli area in some depth in order
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eludes some geographic study, an
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four selected areas: Western Europe,
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that there is no attempt to cover many

:etch area is covered in some depth. An
to help pupils understand how different

social scientists mi,;ht study an area and how the
kinds of questions which these social scientists
would ask help develop a better understanding of
the area.

Emphasis is placed upon developing transferable con-
cepts and generalizations which can be used when
studying other places. However, the area studies
were also chosen because they deal with important
parts of the world--countries which pupils need to
know about if they are to understand the modern
world and analyze the problems facing our country
in world affairs. Therefore, pupils are expected
to learn many important ideas about each of the
areas chosen. These ideas are listed in the outline
of content, however, rather than in the list of ob-
jectives which cements onlir transferable generali-
zations.

The units are organized so that they can be taught
as problem- centered units. Each unit begins with
an introduction which attempts to help pupils under-
stand the importance of the area and some of the
policy conflicts or problems faced by the United
States in dealing with the area. Pupils suggest or
look briefly at policy alternatives. and then study
each area in scme depth in order to gain the back-
ground needed to help them make tentative choices
about foreign policy alternatives. Each unit in-
cludes some geographic study, an examination of his-
torical developments which are important to under-
standing the area, and a study of.the
economic, and social systems in the area today.
The last part of each unit focuae% upon the relations

of the area with other parts of the world and partic-
ularly with the Malted States. Pupils return to an



analysis of policy alternatives facing the United
Statesin its relations with the area.

The course emphasizes cultural values which give
unityto the social system, cultural change, and

cultural continuity. In each of the area studies
the historical section includes a look at the total
culture of the people in some past period prior to
important changes. Pupils then look at some of the
changes in a semi-chronological or a topical manner.
They examine the total culture once more after
these changes have taken place prior to another im-
portant change. For' example, pupils look at the
total culture of RU3Sita in the early 1800's, then ex-
amine some of the important changes of the 19th cen-
tury, and look at the culture once more prior to the
revolutions of the 20th century. When they study China,
they look at China around 1700 prior to the period of
Western imperialism. They then examine Western im-
perialism and developments which led to the rise of
nationalism. They look at China in more detail again
prior to the Communist Revolution in the 1940's. A
similar type of approach is used in the other area
studies. This organization, which is borrowed from
Ethe), Ewing's area study approach, should help pupils
understand the integration of culture and factors pro-
moting cultural change or persistence of culture
traits.

Although each of the units follows somewhat the same
pattern of organization, there are important variations.
For example, the approach to the study of geography in
each area differs somewhat. In the unit on Western
Europe, this section focuses upon regionalization and
criteria which might be used in separating Western
Europe from other parts of the world as well as in

regionalizing Western Europe itself.
section also reviews and develops f
of transferable generalizations whi
in the later units.

The section on geography in the U.S
having pupils study a physical map
potheses about other physical featu
activities in the U.S.S.R. They ch
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change or persistence of culture

f the units follows somewhat the same
nization, there are important variations.
e approach to the study of geography in
.rs somewhat. In the unit on Western
ction focuses upon regionalization and
might be used in separating Western
ler parts of the world as well as in

regionalizing Western Europe itself. However, the
section also reviews and develops further a number
of transferable generalizations which are applied
in the later units.

The section on geography in the U.S.S.R. begins by
having pupils study a physical map and set up hy-
potheses about other physical features and human
activities in the They Check these hy-
potheses against other zaps and data, develop new
hypotheses about other features, and check those
against VAriOUS kinds of data. in this process,
pupils apply wny of the corptl., generalizations,
and skills developed in eaT111.r ,,--caaes and in unit
one,

The geography section of the unit on China also calls
for having pupils apply previous knowledge in setting
up hypotheses about China. This time, however, they
begin with a different kind of map pattern and spend
more time dealing with population problems.

In the unit on India, pupils learn in the intro-
duction about the low living levels and compare
the levels of living in India with those in China.
They are then asked to do independent study to try
to decide whether or not India has the geographic
potential for as rapid economic growth as does
China.

Each unit emphasizes the idea that nan uses his
environment in terms of his cultural values,
perceptions, and level of technology. In the
geographic section and in each of the other sections
of the area units, pupils apply and test generaliza-
tions as they study each new area of the world.



GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE COURSE

The course includes the following units:

Unit 1: Western Europe (approximately 12 weeks)

Western Europe is taught as an area study, not
in chronological fashion as in many area study pro-
grams. It was selected for study because of its im-
portance to the United States and to the world as a
whole. Ordinaxily, it should be tal2ght at the be-
ginning of the year, since a nuDiber of developmcns
in other pnvts of the world are related to it in The
other units. rowever, a teacher could shift the olcder
of the units and begin with a different one if it
were prominent in the world news because of some crisis
situation. Moreover, it might be wise to begin with
the U.S.S.R. the first year in which someone teaches
an area study after having taught world history in the
past. It is easier to adjust to an area study approach
to content if one begins by teaching an area not
treated chronologically in the past.

Not all of Western Europe can be studied in detail in
one area study. Therefore, the focus is upon Britain,
France, and Germany, although other parts of Western
Europe are introduced at various points in the unit.
The teacher is referred to the introduction to-the
history sub-unit for an analysis of the chief
features of the organization of that section of the
unit. The sub-unit dealing with the social, political,
and Economic systems of the three countries calls for
much colaparison among them and uses ideal types to
help pupils make such comparisons.

The last part of the unit on fore
at attempts to bring about closer
rolitical relationships among the
Western Europe. This is the plac
when pupils study concepts neede
international trade. Pupils also
raised for the United States in
velopments as well as other polite
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nit for an analysis of the chief
organization of that section of the

-unit dealing with the social, political,
,stems of the three countries calls for
a among them and uses ideal types to

such comparisons.

The last part of the unit on foreig. relations Jooks
at attempts to bring about closer economic and
political relationships among the countries of
Western Europe. This is the place in the curriculum
when pupils study concepts needed to understand
international trade. Pupils also examine the problems
raised for the United States in some of these de-
velopments as well as other policy conflicts facing
this country in relationship to Western Europe.

Unit 2: The U.S.S.R. (approximately 11 or 12
weeks)

The U.S.S.R. 7.as chosen beeauze of its importailce
in the world and because it lies the first great
communist power. The section on geography helps
develop some idea of the potential of the area
for industrial and agricultural growth.

The section on history helps pupils understand aspects
of cultural continuity between Tsarist Russia and
the Soviet Union. This section includes a fairly
lengthly section on Marxian ideas which could have
been developed when studying the history of Western
Europe but which seem to fit more naturally into
this area study.

"The political, economic, and social systems are
studied in one sub-unit in order to help pupils
understand the relationships among them and the
extent to which the government influences all
aspects of life. Pupils should understand that tie,
system is not static and that to label countries
totalitarian or democratic really i.,volves the use
of ideal types, similar to the ideal types used for



social systems in unit one and economic systems in
earlier grades. They should try to decide where
they would place the U.S.S.R. and the U.S. today
in terms of a continuum from democracy to totali-

tarianism.

The last sub-unit on foreign policy treats the
relations of the U.S.S.R. with other countries and
introduces its split with the Chinese Communists.
Pupils try to analyze alternative courses of action
for U.S. foreign policy in terms of what they have
learned about the Soviet Union.

Unit 3: China (approximately 7 or.8 weeks)

China was chosen because of its importance in world
affairs because it is the second most important
communist country in the world--and perhaps the most
dangerous one to world peace, and because it represents
an important Asiatic culture. Pupils are able to com-
pare the different policies followed by communists in
China and in the Soviet Union. They also can examine
our policies toward China in the light of the split
between these two communist powers and the knowledge
they have gained about China as a whole.

At the end of their study of the social, political, and
economic systems. in China, pupils should compare China
with the U.S.S.R. and with other countries they have
studied so far. They might try to place China on nne
continuum showing political systems, another showing
social systeds, and another showing economic systems
as they make these comparisons.

Unit 4: India (approximately 4 we

India was chosen because it is an A
and important in world affairs.
large country which began its indepe
about the same level: of living as t
China when China turned communist.

.similar kinds of population pressure
and economic problems, but is trying
problems through democratic means an
command economy. Pupils should make
tween India and China and also bet..
Western Europe in terms of the econc:
and social systems.

The unit on India is used as a
velop a number of anthropological c
to the cultural problems of introdu
change into a society. The unit al
testing a theory of economic growth
tenth grade course on American hist

theory about which factors lead to
and which to reform movements.

Culminating Section (approximately

At the end of the year pupils shout
different areas of the world in mor
should examine and refine generaliz
they developed in the early units.
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Unit 4: India (approximately ki weeks)

India was chosen because it is an Aseatic culture
and important in world affairs. It is a
large country which began its independence at just
about the same level. of living as that found in

' China when China turned communist. It is faced with
similar kinds of population pressures and social
and economic problems, but is trying to solve these
problems through democratic means and a mixed market-
command economy. Pupils should make comparisons be-
tween India and China and also betty 2n India and
Western Europe in terms of the econonic, political,
and social systems.

The unit on India is used as a vehicle to de-
velop a number of anthropological concepts related
to the cultural problems of introducing technological
change into a society. The unit also calls for
testing a theory of economic growth studied in the
tenth grade course on American history as well as a
theory about which factors lead to revolutionary
and which to reform movements.

C'lndnating Section (approximately one-half week)

At the end of the year pupils should compare the
different areas of the world in more detail and
should examine and refine generalizations which
they developed in the early units.



THE PLACE OF 'HE COURSE IN THE OVERALL CURRICULUM

It is important for teachers to understand how
this course fits into the rest of the Center's
curricular framework. If pupils have come through
the Center's courses for the elementary school,
they will have developed considerable understanding
of the culture concepts, including an understanding

of how cultural values affect other aspects of
the total social system, including the economic
and political systems.

In the fourth grade course, pupils will have looked
at a village in India and at a rural and an urban
community in the Soviet Union as they studied, at
an elementary level, comparative economic systems.
This course, which develops a number 61' economic con-
cents, includes the contrasting systems to emphasize
the relationship of the economic system to cultural
values and the social axd political systems.

The eleventh grade cogrse is not the only one to in-
troduce pupils to oth6r areas of the world. Pupils
will have studied the geography of the U.S., Canada)
and Latin America in grade five. In earlier courses,
they will have studied some geography in connection
with their units on families and communities around
the world. For example, as they studied families a-
round the world in grades one and two, they will have
found out something about Japan) some of the people in
Peru, the Hausa of Nigeria, Soviet life in Moscow) and
a Kibbutz community in Israel. In grade three they
will have studied life in Paris as well as life in one
of the South Pacific Islands. In grade four they will
have studied geography in relationship to.the U.S.S.R.)

India, and the TrobriaadIslands.
either grade eight or nine, pupil
an area study on the Middle East.
grade course, pupils will encount
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India, and the TrobrihaiIslands. Moreover, in
either grade eight or nine, pupils will have studied
an area study on the Middle East. In the twelfth
grade course, pupils will encounter an area study on
Africa South of the Sahara and will look briefly at
a number of countries particularly in Latin America
and Southeast Asia in the unit on Underdeveloped
Countries. Moreover, the case study on Viet Nam in
the unit on War and Peace includes some geographic
study of Southeast Asia. Almost all of the important
areas of the world, with the exception of Australia,
are included in some place within the curriculum.

The eleventh gmde course is.built upon a junior
high sequence in the behavioval sciences. Pupils
study sociology and some anthropology in grade
seven in a course on Man and Society. They study
the American political system in grade eight. And
they study economics, with an emphasis upon the
American economic system in grade nine. The Middle
East study in grade eight or nine will have continued
to develop concepts in anthropology and sociology,
economics, and political science. The study of the
American social, political, and economic system is
developed in greater time depth in the U.S. history
course in grade ten. Therefore, pupils in the
eleventh grade course in area studies should have
learned a large proportion of the concepts and
generalizations needed to analyze other social,
economic, and political systems. They can test
and refine these generalizations against data from
other cultures. Economic concepts and generalizations
are also taught in several of the twelfth grade units,

Pupils will have a chance to expand their knowledge
of factors affecting technological, economic, and
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social change when they study both Africa and the
unit on Underdeveloped Countries in the twelfth
grade course. They will look at the issue of se-
curity and freedom in the United States at that
level also, and can compare the way in which this
issue is handled in this country with the way in
which it is handled in the areas studied in
the eleventh grade course.

This eleventh grade course includes much of the con-
tent on American foreign policy which 16 use

taught in American history couroes. For example, the
tenth grade course does not (1::711 with tquf-,h cen-
tury foreign policy matters, with the Iicrid ,.11-s or

with the Korean War. These wars are tatIght JAI con-
nection with the history section of the area study ..on
Western Europe. Foreign relations with each of the
are studied is treated at some length in each of the
units. Nor is the eleventh grade courzu the final
course in which pupils will study questions related
to American foreign policy and war and peace. In the
twelfth grade, they will study U.S. relations with
Africa, a long unit on War and Pace, and questions
related to foreign aid. Pupils study U.S. relations with
the Middle East in the junior high schoOl and our
relations with Cuba in the eighth grade unit on the
executive system.

THE FORMAT OF THE RESOURCE UNITS

The main part of each resource unit is set up in a
_amble-page format to help teachers see the relation-
Ships among objectives, content, teaching procedures,
and materials of instruction. The objectives are
found in the first column on the left-hand page.
This colmn answers the questions: Ina should we

use this procedure or teach this conter
be the focus of the procedure? The sec
the left-hand page presents an outline
This column answers the question: What

we teach? The first column on the rigl
includes suggested teaching procedures
answers the question: How can we teed
and this content? The final column on
of instruction answers the question:
materials can we teach the objective,
content?

A !zoy in the obj:t1.3 colv,
tyIc of objctive stand out clrly.
oxe ..i;':e:ecl.ed by a G e',Ad T!:e :In plain t

are prec:;d2d by snS and ere underline
behaviors are preceded by an A and are
letters.

If no objective is found in the left-b
a particular procedure, the teacher sh
the last objective (s) listed in the c
single procedure. An objective is not
a different objective intervenes°

The generalizations are presented in i
social scientist. Teachers should not
have pupils memorize the generaliZatic
are stated. Rather, pupils should be
generalize in their own words.

It should be noted that any one teach:
may help develop several generalizatic
more skills, and one or more attitudes
most useful procedures are frequently
help achieve several types of objecti,
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instruction. The objectives are
3t column on the left-hand page.

ors the questions: Why should we

use this procedure or teach this content? What should
be the focus of the procedure? The second column on
the left-hand page presents an outline of content.
This column answers the question: What topics should
we teach? The first column on the right-band page
includes suggested teaching procedures. This column
answers the question: How can we teach these objectives
and this content? The final column on materials
of instruction answers the question: With what
materials can we teach these objectives and this
content?

A .;.oy in the (-:bjr:ti.,,:s -,4) rake t;:e

ty..0 of 0.)jctive stmd CAleall.zations
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If no objective is found in the left-hand column for
a particular procedure, the teacher should look at
the last objective (s) listed in the column for a
single procedure. An objective is not repeated until
a different objective intervenesa

The generalizations are presented in the words of the
social scientist. Teachers should not attempt to
have pupils memorize the generalizations as they
are stated. Rather, pupils should be encouraged to
generalize in their own words.

It should be noted that any one teaching procedure
may help develop several generalizations, one or
more skills, and one or more attitudes. Indeed, the
most useful procedures are frequently those which
help achieve several types of objectives.



By knowing what generalization (s) are listed for a
particular procedure, the teacher can direct his
handling of the procedure to appropriate ends, As
stated earlier, however, he should not feel that
pupils should learn a generalization as the result
of this one procedure. The procedure should help lead
to the development of the generalization but is almost
never the only procedure aimed at accomplishing this
end, even within the same unit.

If nothipg is rfAmted in the ccnI:mat colQ;a1 oppo:Ate
a partici:C:1r 1:.,:cdnre, the tr should look
haat coi-At r.,..ated for ma procQar:ve. It

is not r.,;;;:d ?or each new 'i:=7,11:ee.

The naterials colum does not include complete bib-
liographic data or all of the references which might
be used. The bibliographic data can be found in
the bibliography at the end of the main body of
the unit. The bibliography frequently includes other
books and materials which may be used in the unit
but which are not so necessary as those listed in
the body of the unit. Teachers are encouraged to
add other materials as they are published or suit-
able materials which are in their school libraries
but which are not listed in the bibliography.

ADAPTING RESOURCE UNITS TO SPECIFIC COURSES

The units provided by the Center are resource units.
Naturally, teachers are expected and encouraged to add
their own ideas for materials and teaching procedures.
These units are intended to suggest possibilities, not
to present a cut-and-dried course.

Since these units are resource units
not expected to use all of the sugge
Indeed, they could not do so in any o
a teacher should-select and add pros
are most suitable for each class.
a number of factors as he makes his

1. The objectives which he wishes
the unit.
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raze help on ceAain sucl
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intended to suggest possibilities, not
ut-and-dried course.

Since these units are resource units, teachers are
not expected to use all of the suggested procedures
Indeed, they coUldnot do so in any one class. Rather-

a teacher should select and add procedures which
are most suitable for each class. He should consider
a number of factors as he makes his selection.

l. The objectives which he wishes to emphasize in
the unit,

ClIrroe the teacher discoves that pnpils nced
mrc help on ce:Aain s'; ills such '3.s evalUatjrg
seurcs of infacmtion in tros of b.Ins
consno.y of authors. TJ f.D.n build ware ex-

ercd.scs to develop this skill and omit acne of
the activities designed to achieve different ob-
jectives. On the other hand, he may discover
that his pupils have developed considerable com-
petency in this skill, and he may omit some of
the procedures in the last unit designed to
teach the skill. (However, he should probably
use some of them so that pupils will see the
transfer value of the skill and can use it to
help come to some conclusions about the area
studied.)

2. The general ability level of the class.

For example, in a class with largely low-ability
pupils, the teacher may wish to omit the testing
of the Smelser theory related to reform and rev-
olutionary movements in the unit on India. He

may wish to reduce the amount of time spent on
some of the historical material in all of the
units. He may need to omit some activities based
on the more difficult reading materials, and he

may wish to use more audio-visual materials.



3. The different abilities and interests of class
members.

This criterion is particularly important in
selecting individual and small group activities
and reading materials.

4. Previous experiences of pupils in the class.

The selection of objectives, content, procedures,
and materials will depend in part upon: (a) pre-
vious expei4ences outside of school, including
those resulting frcm socio-oconlc back-
ground and their vok and travel exp:I.xdo.2.ces; and

(b) earlier school experiences, including dNether
or not pupils have come through earliar _courses in
the Center's curriculum.

If pupils have not studied the junior high school
courses, for example, the teacher will need to
spend much more time developing some of the con-
cepts and generalizations needed to analyze the
political, economic, and social systems of the
area being studied. If pupils have not studied
the unit on the Middle East or some geography unit
or course in the junior high school, the teacher
will need to spend more time developing geographic
concepts, generalizations, and skills. Indeed, the
time needed to teach these units may be expanded
enough so that it would be wise to omit the final
unit on India.

It will make a difference,too, if some pupils have
had the earlier Project courses and others have not.
Procedures will have to be included to help those
who have not had the other courses build the needed
background while the rest of the class studies new
materials.

5. The rest of the school curricu
studies and in other fields.

The teacher will need to consi
as the following:

(a) Will pupils study the twel
this Center's curriculuna
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5. The rest of the schAl curriculum, both in social
studies and in other fields.

The teacher will need to consider questions such
as the following:

(a) Will pupils study the twelfth grade course in
this Center's curriculum? If not, the teacher
might wish to substitute the area study on
Africa South of the Sahara for the unit on
India. Or he might want to reduce the time
spent on the other units or cal:it the unit on
India to zlke room for the ;:=Ielfl'h grade unit
on War and Peace. If pupils Andied a
traditional U.S. history coul'oe, Including a
bee%.,- emphasis upon foreign .noliey,,the

teacher might reduce the time spent on foreign
relations with the U.S. in each of the area
studies. Moreover, he might only mention the
world wars and then focus upon their effects
in the history section on Western Europe.

(b) What are pupils studying in their English
classes, if anything, about world literature
which might be related to the areas studied
or about communication skills? It might be
possibe to correlate some of the work in the
two classes. For example, pupils might pre-
pare papers in which they would get help in
social studies on content and in English
classes on writing skills. Or during the
unit on the Soviet Union, students might read
Russian literature in English classes.

(c) Does the school have a computer hookup for

use in math classes which would enable pupils
taking math to develop computer programs to
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help solve some of the problems they en-
counter in the area studies. For example,

pupils have developed a computer program
to help predict population growth in
China, given different sets of assumptions.

6. Materials available for the course.

Some procedures will have to be omitted or modified
if certain materials are not available or if other
materials cannot be substituted. Certain suggestions
for modifications have been made for the unit on the
Soviet Union where Bryce of the most toefyl raterials
are now out of print. These out-of-print books
should be used if they are available in the local
or school library, and so they are incluied in the
bibliography. The teacher should attempt to obtain
some of them through second-hand book stores, and
he should watch for re-issues in paperback form.
The bibliographies for this course are extensive.
The teacher should examine his library to find out
what is available, and should then order the other
books which are most crucial, planning to add to
the library and classroom facilities each year.
The teacher should also be on the lookout for new
books presenting varied viewpoints about the areas
studied. He should also begin to build a file of
magazine clippings which have reference to current
aspects of the topics taught in the course.
It is important when purchasing books to provide
books presenting varied points of view, particularly
on the modern situation in each of these areas.
Otherwise, it will be difficult to develop skills of
critical evaluation of materials or to have pupils
arrive at their own generalizations about these areas.
Presenting books and articles with only one viewpoint
would predeteri Lne their findings and run counter to

the attempt to have pupils inve
situation themselves and draw
elusions.

7. Current Affairs

Some of the suggested procedur
or modified and others added t
of current affairs. Unhappily,
related to these units occur a
These events should be used to
in the units and to provide le
of specific topics within each
important crises might make it
the order of units to take adv
interest.

8. Factors in the communit which
the teacher can handle certain

resourc

9. The need for variety in proced
to the next, from one day to t
within any class hour.

As te,chers adapt and add to
keep J.n mind certain things ab

has been developed. First, th
each unit. Certain things are
and other things later because
develop certain concepts or pr
before other ideas are present
order of procedures or content
teacher needs to analyze the c
needed to teach each procedure
whether the shift is wise or,
what else needs to be shifted
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ies for this course are extensive.
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le, and should then order the other
most crucial, planning to add to
classroom facilities each year.

tad also be on the lookout for new
g varied viewpoints about the areas
auld also begin to build a file of
ags which have reference to current
topics taught in the course.
when purchasing books to provide
g varied points of view, particularly
ituation in each of these areas.
ill be difficult to develop skills of
tion of materials or to have pupils
own generalizations about these areas.
s and articles with only one viewpoint
ine their findings and run counter to

the attempt to have pupils investigate the
situation themselves and draw their own con-
clusions.

7. Current Affairs

Some of the suggested procedures may be dropped
or modified and others added to take advantage
of current affairs. Unhappily, serious problems
related to these units occur almost every year.
These events should be used to stimulate interest
in the units and to provide leads to the study
of specific topics within each unit. Particularly
important crises might make it vise to shift
the order.of units to take advantage of current
interest.

8. Factors in the community which might affect how
the teacher can handle certain controversial
issues or the kinds of resource people available.

9. The need for variety in procedures from one unit
to the next, from one day to the next, and
within any class hour.

As teachers adapt and add to units, they should
keep in mind certain things about how the course
has been developed. First, there is a flow to
each unit. Certain things are placed first
and other things later because of the need to
develop certain concepts or present certain data
before other ideas are presented. Before the
order of procedures or content is shifted, the
teacher needs to analyze the concepts and data
needed to teach each procedure in order to decide
whether the shift is wise or, if it is made,
what else needs to be shifted in order to provide
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the background needed for carrying out the pro-

cedure. Whatever the teacher does, he should
develop a logical flow. A jumbled order which has

kno logical progression may interfere with the pupils'
organization and development of ideas. Moreover, if

many topics are treated superficially at one point
early in the unit and then treated again later,
pupils' interest needed to motivate their study may
be blunted. By all means, the flow of the units
should not be determined just by who happens to be
ready with a report or ranel discussion first. Nor

is it uise to set up a series of rei:orts to be pre-
sented one after anoth;nr, with no t):2,.3ticil in pro-

cedure or withom, any 4ttempt to fit 1:f:.4 into their
proper place in the K;ctedule of othor .1)'4-idi!rers for
developing topics.

The teacher will need, of course, to adapt the teaching
unit from day to day to make sure that he provides a
variety of procedures within each day's lesson. Except
in unusual classes: 11th grade pupils should not be
expected to maintain a high interest level if they are
asked to do the same thing for the entire class period.
Although the resource units have been written to pro-
vide a variety within the present order of procedures,
the main responsibility for providing this variety must
lie with the teacher. Since he will not use all of
the procedures suggested in the resource units, and
since he will add others: he could end up with little
variety from day to day or within one class hour.
Moreover, he will get behind in his plans or shift his
plans somewhat from day to day depending upon what
happens in class. This does not mean that he must
make marked changes in the flow of procedures. It does
mean that even a teaching unit must be adjusted from
day to day. Few teachers: if they are flexible enough
to take into account pupils' questions and interests,

can build lesson plans for even on
making adjustments from one day to
plans will fit into the overall un
cannot be developed ahead of tim9
lesson plans to be followed day of
sequently, small adjustments in th
cedures may have to be made each
provide variety in the lesson.

The teacher must keep in mind othe
he decides which procedures to omi
procedures to cad. First, has he
30Me proceduzas to teach each of
has decided to tly to achieve? Ie

others to achieve these ends?
procedures to each all of the
If not, does he think this contentt
If so, he must think of other trays
At the present time there are a nt
to teach most of the objectives an
to teach some of the same content.
also be cut if all of the procedur
teach it are omitted. This statem
evident. However: sometimes teach
come to a certain point in a unit:
to teach content they think import
easiest thing at the last moment- -

it. An informal lecture may be us
this guide makes clear on page f

other procedures might be better o.
self might be cut in some classes.

As the teacher shifts activities a
also remember that each procedure
accomplish certain objectives. I

activity is shifted to a later poi
probably needs modifying to provid
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suggested in the resource units, and
add others, he could end up with little
lay to day or within one class hour.
rill get behind in his plans or shift his
from day to day depending upon what

;:ss. This does not mean that he must
ranges in the flow of procedures. It does
1 a teaching unit must be adjusted from
sew teachers, if they are flexible enough
account pupils' questions and interests,

can build lesson plans for even one week without
making adjustments from one day to the next. These
plans will fit into the overall unit, but the unit
cannot be developed ahead of time merely as a set of
lesson plans to be followed day after day. Con-
sequently, small adjustments in the order of pro-
cedures may have to be made each day in order to
provide variety in the lesson.

The teacher must keep in mind other questions as
he decides which procedures to omit or :thich new
procedures to Ev3s1. First, has he 3. .pt at least

proecdu,:,Is to teach each of !lc cl).>.!ti,?c,.s

has decided to lAy to achieve? )1: 1.!-In he add

others to achieve these ends? has he kept
procedures to teach all of he 'Juggested?

If not, does he think this contolit should be taught?
If so, he must think of other mays of pecsenting it.
At the present time there are a number of suggestions
to teach most of the objectives and even a number
to teach some of the same content. The content must
also be cut if all of the procedures designed to
teach it are omitted. This statement seems self-
evident. However, sometimes teachers suddenly
come to a certain point in a unit, with no plans
to teach content they think important. They do the
easiest thing at the last moment--lecture to cover
it. An informal lecture may be used at times, as
this guide makes clear on page four; however; ..

other procedures might be better or the content it-
self might be cut in some classes.

As the teacher shifts activities around he should
also remember that each procedure is written to
accomplish certain objectives. If an initiatory
activity is shifted to a later point in a unit, it
probably needs modifying to provide for greater



analysis than is called for in a procedure designed
to explore pupils' existing knowledge, skills, and
attitudes, arouse their interest, relate the unit
topic to previously-studied material or to develop
an overview for the unit. Similarly, if later pro-
cedures are shifted to the introductory stage, they
will need modification. Use of a film to introduce
a unit will differ from its use during the develop-
mental stage of a unit which will in turn differ
from its use during a culminating stage. Its in-
troductory use might be designed to raise questions,
present conflicting points of view, or provide an over-
view for the unit. During the development stage, it
might be used to provide data for thorough analysis
of a specific topic or to help teach a skill or de-
velop an attitude. During a culminating stage it
might be used as a summary or even as a test device
in which pupils are called upon to suggest limitations
of the data or to compare its presentation with what
they have already learned in the unit. Usually, the
same film is not equally useful for all three pur-
poses; however, some films could be used at any stage
if the teacher adapts the procedure to the purpose.

These resource units are already voluminous. It is
impossible to suggest all of the ways in which one
procedure might be varied or one material might be
used. Naturally, pupils could prepare written reports
rather than oral reports on certain topics. Or an
oral report could be turned into r. symposium, a panel
discussion, or role-playing. Or pupils might present
the same material through charts or bulletin board dis-
plays, through mock newspapers, through dittoed written
reports, etc. The decision on which form to use may
depend upon the teacher's assessment of how important
it is for the entire class to obtain the information,
upon the extent to which he has relied upon oral reports

in the last ulit, and upon his as
relative effectiveness of using o
particular class. Of course writ
other types of written materials
class use,and charts and bulletin
can be studied by the entire clas
teacher must decide whether or no
suggested for an oral presentatio
the entire claaa or crucial to th
decides whether or not and in wha
the Eugested procedure.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE MATERIAL

The Curriculum Center at the Univ
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basic assumptions of the staff an
selecting topics are discussed in
ground Paper #1. A tentative cur
used in developing a series of re
sample pupil materials at various
they were needed. No attempt was
a complete set of materials for p
the aim was to try out the curric
many materials available from oth
possible, supplementing these
a few developed by the Center on1
needed in order to teach the unit
date, members of the staff may .um
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sets of materials. However, tryo
has shown that the eleventh grade
taught with materials currently a
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dy learned in the unit. Usually, the
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units are already voluminous. It is
iggest all of the ways in which one
rbe varied or one material might be
71 pupils could prepare written reports
1 reports on certain topics. Or an
id be turned into a symposium, a panel
role- playing. Or pupils might present
A. through charts or bulletin board dis-
-lock newspapers, through dittoed written
The decision on which form to use may
teacher's assessment of how important
Aire class to obtain the information,
to which he has relied upon oral reports

in the last unit) and upon his assessment of the
relative effectiveness of using oral reports in a
particular class. Of course written reports or
other types of written materials can be dittoed for
class use,and charts and bulletin board materials
can be studied by the entire class. However, the
teacher must decide whether or not the topic
suggested for an oral presentation is important for
the entire clatT or crucial to the unit before he
decides whether or not anti in what ways to modify
the suggested procedure.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE MATERIALS

The Curriculum Center at the University of Minnesota
has as its major goal the developMent and try-out of
a new curricular framework for grades K-12. The
basic assumptions of the staff and the criteria for
selecting topi'v are discussed in the Center's Back-
ground Paper #1 A tentative curricular framework was
used in develoi.,.,ng a series of resource units and
sample pupil materials at various levels where
they were needed. No attempt was made to develop
a complete set of materials for pupils. Rather,
the aim was to try out the curriculum) using as
many materials available from other sources as
possible, supplementing these materials with
a few developed by the Center only where they were
needed in order to teach the units. At some future
date) members of the staff may work with publishers
and audio-visual producers to develop more complete
sets of materials. However, tryout of these materials
has shown that the eleventh grade course can be
taught with materials currently available.
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U.S.S.R. China Ind:

ATTACKS PROBLEMS IN A RATIONAL MANNER
1. Identifies and defines problems X X

*a. Identifies value conflicts X X X
2. Sets up hypotheses - X X X X

*a. Sets up hypotheses by applying previously-learned con-
cepts and generalizations. X

3. Sets up ways of testing hypotheses X X
*a. Deduces possible consequences from hypotheses (if-then

statements) to guide collection-of data.
, X

4. Considers the relevance of each of the social science dis-
ciplines, and uses the types of questions asked and
analytical concepts used in the relevant disciplines to
help him analyy,e the problem. X ..T X X X

X5. Considers altornP.tive courses of action. X X

LOCAT2S INFORMATION EFFICIENTLY
__--

XMii-g-givropilae-i;1Wence books to locate information
-7FE-Uses almanacs and encyclopedias 3

'b. ses Reader s Guide to locate iorma ion

X
c. Uses Statements Yearbook

d. Uses references to locate information about living
authors. X

2. Locates information by using the index in books

GATHERS INFORMATION EFFECTIVELY
. Adjusts reading rate. to purpose in reading
. Reads for the. main ideas X

377RacTITY6iaetails X
4:In erprets tales, graphs, and charts. .: Gra Graphs Tab.&Gra.

a. Draws inferences from tables, graphs,ana charts X X X
o s or. grap is evices 'whit may be misleading X

57THEprets cartoons
t istens for details X
7. is ens for ma n ideas

in earlier course.
# Taught but not stated as objective.
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Western
Europe

U.S.S.R. I China 1

EVALUATES INFORMATION AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION
1. Checks on the accuracy of information. X X
*a. Checks facts against'his own background of information

and collects additional information when he needs it
to check the facts. X

*b. Checks on the bias and competency of witnesses, authors,
and producers of materials. X X

1

*1) Differentiates between primary sources and secondary
accounts X

*c. Compares sources of information X
*1) Looks for points of agreement and disagreement among

witnecses and authors and other sources of informa-
tion. X X

*d. Identifies and examines ..assizuptions to decide 01,c,:ther

or not he can accept them. X X X --. --
1-197-Identities cultural assumptions . X

-*--e-. Recognizes differences in diffiaiiiTEriiiTiiing
statements. X ,

*I) Differentiates between facts and estimat-e-s
'2 Differentiates between facts, i 'erenceo Lud value

judgements X
2. Checks on the completeness of data and is wary of general-

izations based on insufficient evidence X X X
*a. Rejects post-hoc arguments; looks for another factor

which may have caused the later event X X X
.ftb. Rejects assumption of cause-effect relationship in

correlations; looks for another factor which may have

caused both parts of a correlation. X X
*c. Rejects whole -part falacies X
* d. Identifies card stacking X X
* e. Examines sample used in study to see if it is represent-

ative of the population for which generalizations are
being made. X X

*f. Looks for causative factors other than those mentioned
in source of information. X

3. Detects inconsistencies X X X
4. Dist.:ngui....hes between relevant and irrelevant information X
* a. Identifies persuasiion devices X , X
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9110N AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION
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USES EkbECTIVE GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS
1. Has a sense of distance and area X
*a. Compares distances with known distances X_

*b. Compares areas with known areas
2. Uses the atlas index to locate places
3. Interprets mt.ps

*a. Differentiates between small-scale and large-scale maps
and knows when to use each

I
.

*b. Identifies distortions on maps_
*1) Compares map grid with globe grid to detect distor-

tions on maps
2) Selects the appropriate type of »,11.p projection (or

g a specific purpose ,..

________...___

X

X

___#._____

_______.._.
. 1

X

..........__lobelfor
c. Uses the map or globe to estimate distances north and

south and to compere vaps of di f,Lront ..la.,,_
d. Uses meridians to idcntifi.differei2c15...,j_k_ttne...7mns__

* e. Draws inferences from maps
41j Draws inferences from a comparison of different map

ztterns of the ,ame a ea
4. Develos a s stem of re, f_ to s f...% : a -

HAS A WELL-DEVELOPED TIME SENSE
1. Makes and interprets_timelines
2. Looks for relationships among events within one country

and within a worldwide time framework
. Has a sense of the .; sage of time X X
a. Ccaares lengths of periods or events

4. Bees meaningful differences between eras; notes relation-
ship within any era between institutions and cultural
assume ions

ORGANIZES AND ANALYZES INFORMATION AND DRAWS CONCLUSIONS
X.1. Identifies differences in data

2. Categorizes data X
3. Applies previously-learned concepts and generalizations to

new data X X X X
4. Relates ideas to ideas acquired from other sulrces of

information, and organizes own structure for toic X
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;EC:GRAPHIC SKILLS
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5. Studies data to see if he needs to gather more data before
coming to conclusions

6. Tests hypotheses a ainst data
7. Uses ideal types in analyzing social Eistems X

8. Generalizes from data
9. Revises generalizations, if necessary, in the light of new

data
1. Considers possible consequences of alternative courses of

action
/q. Having examined the cause of a problem, scrutinizes

possible consequences of alternatiye courses of action,
evaluates them in the light of basic values, lists
arguments for and against each proposal, and selects
tentative courses of action which seem most likely to
prove helpful in achieving desired goals.

COMMUNICATES EFFECTIVELY WITH OTHERS X
1. Presents effective symposia I X
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to see if he needs to gather more data before
elusions
Uses against data
-pes in analyzing social systems
,rom dista

:alizations, if necessary, in the light of new

;sible consequences of alternative courses of
.

.mined the cause of a problem, scrutinizes
:onsequences of alternative courses of action,
them in the light of basic values, lists'
for and eGainst each proposal, and selects
courses of action which seem most likely to

'pful in achieving desired goals. X
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SEQUENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF ATTITUDINAL BEHAVIORS

1. Is curious about social data and wishes to read and study
further in the social sciences.

Western
Euroe

U.S.S.R. China

X X
1s committed to the free examination of social attitudes
and data. Searches actively for different points of view and
interpretations. X X

3. is sceptical of the finalfEy of knowledge; considers gener-
alizations and theories as tentative, always subject to
change in the light of new evidence. X X
s scept ca o conven Iona ru s an. emans tha wide y

held and popular notions be judged in accordance with
standards of empirical validation. X X

..,..
5. -Values WYEFEivity BY:la-desires to itoep -His- va.13'es from

affecting his interpretation of .:v.I.Jeace. .

-4-67-RFIR-61,17o. ircreiiire-Fieli-Tin: i-TE -6;:iiitiTal-CIT iklij ;aai.--c.-1s---

and preconceptions.

X

X

X § __

X #
.1371Waluates fElorialoirEET sources o± infaixaral ofore

accepting evidence and generalizations.
7. Values the scientific method, an. ra ona houg as

applied to social as well as to natural data.
t1-. Values knowledge ror the sake o now ete, as a means of

helping men understand the world in which he lives.
9. Believes that the social. sciences can contribute to men's

welfare by providing information and explanatory general -

izations- whicYi held men achieve their boa s
LO. Is sceptical of theories of single causation in the social

sciences.
Ll. Is sceptical of panaceas.

.2. Appreciates and respects the cultural contributions of other
countries, races, and_reliaions. X # X

L3. Values change as a means of achieving goals but does not
equate change with progress. #

L4. Is patient with attempted reforms; looks at current situa-
tion from the perspective of the time needed for changes in
the past.

L5. Believes in the possibilities of improving social
conditions.

LF.---Values human dignity. # IP

* Intrortuced in earlier courses.

Taught 'nut not stated as objective.
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about social data and wishes to read and study
the social sciences.
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and theories as tentative, always subject to
he light of new evidence.

i of convenEional truths and demands That widely
pular notions be judged in accordance with
f empirical validation. X X X
ITIVITy 007desireslo keepTiTvallies from
is irttc!rpretation of ,,:v1A-..:i2ce.

. X
_ : _ . . . . _ . , .

X

X

X

# ..,......r_L...
#

. _________ovicnuce even it coniLr621a7-RWIFS'Ii-
on,eptio.s.

oTeirMaZaaiia-"Faiiirs 6TOf IiirEiiii7te. T6ii to r ore
vdence and generalizations. X X
siren e- an. ra ona oug as
social as well as to natural data. X X
ledge for the sake of knowledge, as a means of
. understand the world in which he lives.
at the social sciences can contribute to men's
providing information and explanatory general-
11.1 hello men achieve their ploals.

.1 of theories of single causation in the social
x x x x x

.1eDfinackea.---
: and respects the cultural contributions of other

aZdata-tiladreliiii.022--- # X X K
'..ige as a means of achieving. goals by+ does not
ge with progress. .#

with attempted reforms; looks at current situa-
he perspective of the time needed for changes in

L the possibilities of improving social

an dighity.
I

earlier courses.

of stated as objective.
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7. Values institutions as a means of promoting human welfare,
not because of tradition; is willing to change institutions
ae times create new problems.

8. Evaluates conditions, proposals, events, and programs on the
basis of effects upon individuals as human bLIngs.

). Has a sense of responsibility for taking informed action
about problems confronting the nation.

n.Feels a sense of responsibility for keeping informed about
current problems. X X X ,

L. Supports freedom of thought and expression. X X X
2 Values procedural safeguards for those accused of crimes. X X X
3. Desires to rotect the rights of minorities. X X #
4. Ras a reasoned loyalty to the United States and desires to

make it an ever-better place in which to live. X X

1
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utions as a means of promoting human welfare,
if tradition; is willing to change institutions
wte mear problems.

editions, proposals, events, and programs on the
?cts upon individuals as human bein:s.
)f responsibility for taking informed action
as confronting the nation.
of responsibility for keeping informed about

ems.
dom of thought and expression. X X X
aural safeguards for those accused of crimes. X X
rotect the rights of minorities.
zd loyalty to the United States and desires to
fer-better place in which to live. X X X
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1. Social scientists set u_ 3sifications to suit their pUrposes;
the use of different criu 4-ia result in different classifications X
a. A region is an area of one or more homogeneous features. The (First

core area is highly homogeneous, but there are transitional sentence,
zones where boundaries are drawn between different regions.

I 1 A region is de invited y some degree of homogeneity of
phenomena which sets it apart from other regions.

*2) Regions are delimited on marry different bases, depending (First ,

upon the purpose of the study. Some are delimited on the sentence,
basis of a single phenomenon, some on the basis of multiple
phenomena, and some on the basis of functional relationship . X

2. Social scientists develop hypotheses to guide their investigation . X
t.--

3. A erson's frame of reference affects his :perceptions and inter-
pretations. X

, . . ----- -fa. A persons' frame of reference is affected by his total life 1

ex221.12Raps and affects his perceptions and interpretations. X
*b. It is impossible to understand the meaning of a piece of .

writing without understanding the author's frame of reference
'and use of vocabulary.

4. All maps contain distortions of one kind or another; each map
projection has both advantages and disadvantages,depending upon ,

one's purpose in using a map. X
5. Man uses his physical environment in terms of his cultural

values, perceptions, and level of technology. X X
*a. Whether or not a country's size provides more advantages or

disadvantages dependa upon the problems inhabitants face
at a particular time, upon their goals, and upon their level
of technology. . X

*b. The significance of location depends upon cultural development
both within and outside a country.

' X X
*c. The topography of a region may present limitations given a

specific level of technology; however man has learned to
overcome many of the earlier limitations. X X

d. Obstacles to communication may be social as well as physical. X
*e. Climate may set up limitations upon man's activities given

a specific level of technology, but man has learned to over-
come many of the earlier limitations. X

Fntroduced in earlier course.
# Taught but not stated as objective.

Introduced in part in earlier course.
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ntists set up classifications to suit their pUrposeS;
different criteria result in different classifications X X.
is an area of one or more homogeneous features. The

a is highly homogeneous, but there are transitional
ere boundaries are drawn between different regions.
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ces and affects his perceptions and interpretations.

_____ ,

possible to understand the meaning of a piece of
without understanding the author's frame of reference
of vocabulary. X
Jatain distortions of one kind or another; each map
has both advantages and disadvantages,depending upon

.

)se in using a map.

is physical environment in terms of his cultural
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or not a country's size provides more advantages or

atages depends upon the problems inhabitants face
rticular time, upon their goals, and upon their level
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nificance of location depends upon cultural development
thin and outside a country. X X X
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c level of technology; however, man has learned to
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not stted as objective.
+ Introduced in part in earlier course.
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*f. Types of agriculture in a region uepend upon man's cultural
values, perceptions, and technology as well as upon climate,
soils, and topography. X X

g. Population distribution reflects man's values and his technol-
ogy as well as physical features of an area.

.

X X

6. Unevenly distributed phenomena form distinctive patterns on the

pcna

X
.

--J-i
7. Population is distriubted unevenly over the earth's surface; many
of the land areas (Are_ grarftely.am11,9,-ted,--X X

*a. A number of factors--climate, surface features, natural re-

___nngeesafkL 0Pd.J2As9FY7_...G.Sfftct beqlement mitterns______
*1) Moist areas tend to have a higher population density than

dry areas. However) population diiitribution reflects man's
values and his technology as cell as physical features of a
area,

........____I__

X

-2) Given cultural assumptions in which a large proportion of
the population is engaged in intensive agriculture, the
population distribution will be related to the distribution
of usable land. X

*3) A country with a large pupulation and a limited amount of
fertile land will have extremely heavy population densities
on the fertile land. X

8. Overpopulation represents a lack of balance between available
income and population. The concept is relative and is defined by
the value patterns and expectations of a particular culture. The
starvation of a large proportion of the society amounts to
absolute overpopulation. X

9. The degree of horizonta: mobility within a society(including
shifts of population from rural to urban areas) can have impor-
tant effectsupon society. X

1

.0. Changes in the birth and death rates and in the ratio ,between
sexes can have important effects upon a society. X X

a. An increase in pooulation occurs when the birth rate plus
immigration is greater than the death rate plus emigration. X X X
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agriculture in a region depend upon man's cultural
xceptions, and technology as well as upon climate,
, topography. X X X

) distribution reflects man's values and his technol-
.1 as physical features of an area.
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X

3 distriubted unevenly over the earth's surface; many
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lion distribution will be related to the distribution
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-e important effects upon a society.
E:e in pooulation occurs when the birth rate plus
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b. A country in which the proportion of the population in the age
group from 18 to 30 increases, is likely to show an increasing
rate of population growth, other factors remaining the same.

L _

1

c. Indistrialization and scientific developments which accompany
it, usually bring an eventual drop in the birth rate; however,
the death rate usually drops first, resulting in an initial
increase in the rate of population growth.

r

1. Temperature is affected by the distance from the equator, eleva-
tion, distance from warm water bodies, wind patterns (including
prevailing winds), air pressure systems, ocean currents, and
physical features which block winds from certain directions. X

_ .

I

*a. 155Zirin the interior of continents to td to Ewe greater
extremes of temperature than places along the coait.

`.fib
.....

X
,.....

X

X

IFIrthe ocean and &a er ..1:;4ge libareT-Oriii-YE'EE-- Foe. 66
rapidly as land nor cool so rapidly as land.

42) Wfilds aUH-Elow over warlabodies of Imter (or lana-areas)
carry warm air to nearby land areas. .

.

.2. The rotation of the earth 1717.o .cesagTatatireThe-----
inclination of the earth and its revolution around the sun result
in seasons and differences in temperature on the earth's
surface. X

X ,

.3. haintall is affected by distance from bodies of warm water, wind
direction, temperature, and physical features which block winds
carrying moisture.

.4. Vegetation is affected -by temperature, rainfall, and soil.
*a. Vegetation is affected by temperature. Grass will grow in

some areas which are too cold for trees to grow.)
X.5. Soil in a particular Place is affected by the type of basic bed 1

rock in the region; the climate; vegetatiod; erosion; wind,
glaciers and rivers which move soil; and by how man treats
the soil. , X

,

*a. -Nature changes the earth through biotic processes.
.6. Both man an nature change e charac er o' t e earth. Man cuts

forest;, causes erosion, changes the course of rivers, transports
phenomena, removes the fertility of the soil by agricultural
practices or builds up the fertilit" by other practices, builds
dams, wells, and canals for irrigation, etc.)
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y in which the proportion of the population in the age
cm 18 to 30 increases, is likely to show an increasing
population growth, other factors remaining the same.
aWonaiZa scientific developments which accompany
fly bring an eventual drop in the birth rate; hoWever,
n rate usually drops first, resulting in an initial
in the rate of population growth.

is affected by the distance from the equator, eleva-
uce from warm water bodies, wind patterns (including
winds), air pressure systems, ocean currents, and
atures which block winds from certain directions.
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_ _
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X X

affected by distance from bodies of warm water, wind
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as which are too cold for trees to grow.)
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region; the climate; vegetation; erosion; wind,
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.

X

X X
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X
ntence only)

X 1
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tses erosion, changes the course of rivers, transports
removes the fertility of the soil by agricultural
)1-- builds up the fertility by other practices, builds
;, and canals for irrigation, etc.)
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*a. Biotic processes transform unconsilidated earth mantle into
soil and help change the vegetational pattern. 1

*b. Nature tills in seas.
*cc Nature changes the earth by physical processes.

-7a. Nan chap es the character of the earth.
*1 Irrigation rakes it possible to grow crops on land which

otherwise would be too dry.
*2) Terracing makes it possible to grow crops on areas which

otherwise would be too steep. _____

7. Rivers flow from higher_ elevations to lower elevatlons,

....,_______.......

I

X

-,...

*a. A river which moves rapidly carries with it much sediment and
-frequently cuts deep valleys; it tends to out relatively
straights.rather,t1:ah Ayn:Ir?rj.ng_f.attp.,,,_

-Fb. A river NAlich moves slo,41y noross a plain clilopi 3.,...701 and

sand that it has moved from hjzher areas; it also te..=?As to
twist and turn back on itSelf.in .5.uy loops--to develop the
ox-bow river Tattern.

8. Some things can be produced better in one place than another
because of climate, resources, transportation routes, access
to resources, access to markets, people's skills, etc.

*a. Coal and iron are needed to produce-steel which is a basic
product needed in industry.

*b. Power for industry is obtained from the use of coal, oil,
natural gas water 'find and nuclear enett .

c. Differing crops need differing amounts of rainfall and differ-
ing temperatures and number of frost-free days in order to
grow; they need water and dryiness at different times during
their period of growth.

*1) The land in hot regions dries fast as the warm air picks
up moisture; therefore, more rain is needed to grow crops
in these regions than in regions which are nbt so hot.

*d. A place needs cheap and rapid transportation in order to
carry on much trade with other places.

;TY Improved transportation facilities make possible wider
and bigger markets for goods as well as greater and less
costly access to resources.

9. Every economic system faces scarcity or a Jackal' enough productive
resources to satisfy all human wants. X X
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ocesses transform unconsilidated earth mantle into
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1
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a. Economic wants of people seem never to be satisfied, since
many goods.and services must be replenished constantly as
they are used up, since population is expanding, and since new
inventions create new wants. X

*b. If resources are used to satisfy one want, they cannot be used
to satisfy another. Only when resources are unemployed, will
more expenditures on one thing, lead to the production of more
of something else. X X

+c. If productive resources are fully employed, investment in
capital goods for future production requires some sacrifice
in current production. . _

X

X

X

X
-7d. Misallocation of rescwrces costs consumers that they could

otherwise have had. ,

,.....,
'20. At t.f.- specific time, the total economic omtput is affected by thf#

quantity and quality of productive resources (natural resources,
labor, and capital goods), by the levels of technology, and by th
efficiency of the organizational structure.

1

a. Output is affected by the quality as well as the quantity of
natural resources. X

---1.1b. Economic output is affected by the quality of labor or labor
skills as well as by the of labor._9.t.mmtity

*1)- The quality of labor is usually increased by education and
training.

2abor productivity may rise both from the activities of
workers themselves and from the accumulation of capital
and technological and managerial advance.

-0c. Output can be increased by technological progress in the
development of tools and machines and power to replace manroVP .

*d. Capital formation through saving,'Is a major means of increasing
an economy's total output over time because it increases pro-
ductive capacity. X X X

*l) The larger the productive capacity in relationship to the
population, the less the hardship involved to consumers
in making the savings (and investment) needed to achieve
a given growth rate. X
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*e. The organizational structure of the total economy AOT any
large sector of it (such as agriculture) affects efficiency

-20(1uction e.nd output, just as does the organizational
wir:lin a Linle firm.

*1) The rational use of resources calls for the use of more
th:Jse reLps in large supply as a substitute for

.1-.e in s',4pply, even if a different balance might

increase output er man hour.
Y=d of labor and specialization in any mass production

;::..itr.3 reduction of cost per unit produced.
a) :Mass production permits reductions in costs, but it is

tuEon a bigrehouzh market to make it profitable
Ok..uut can be increased by a more efficient combination
of productive resources (by the way in which production is
organized L.

----774TY The technology of a society may be made more efficient both
by the introduction of new machines and tools and by the
way in which production is organized.

21. Differences in productivity and in levels of living may result
from differences in the stage of development rather than in the
type of economic system per se.

* 22. of the kind of economic system, societies usually go
through roughly the same stages of economic growth, even though
the stares may not be clearly separated from each other.

* a. t:c.usitic.nal stage prior to rapid industrialization sees
c:A.,i.of a :i.:,:::tort4hich upset traditional beliefs and practices,

give rise to more favorable attitudes toward technological
cl..r,:)ge and businessmen, create larger markets, lead to more
accumulation of savings, lead to an increased productivity
in agriculture and mining, lead to improve transportation
systems, and give rise to the establishment of banks and
other financial institutions. Most, though not all of these
factors, are needed to bring about rapid industrialization.

*b. During the period of rapid industrialization (or what some
. have called the takeoff stage), there is an emphasis upon

technological development, investment in capital goods, and
the development of new industries.

1. Living levels in the U.S. are very high compared to ose in most

countries.

X

X

X

X

X
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*24. It is difficult to compare real wages between countries because o4
differences in the impOrance of different types of good6 for

.con:.iy:ri..1, because of difficulties in assessing the comparative
purciag power of different monetary systems, because of.
difficultieS of estl.natingcost Of living:-(because of different
prices for simil;,7 1:-,..::0, because of the differences in quality

of goods; and because of differences in the amount of socialized
benefits rrcvided by the different countries.

.

-4

,

F2 77-1-2:4

---7b77.-7b

*b..

____....._6s142_1n-10.gr,smadlicid.10.tx
*c.

:;:-....7-Tr-d5-777":711-7euTress. output of production grows at a
.)

fastzi-: :,.:::-:1 than pupulation. : . .
X )

i:.6 a..,LrEdiatural economy the rate of-nWproOctrailii177-----7--
increase as rapidly as the population if a giVen leitel of

.11PH Tattaglitgli.,

In the 'long- a rise in real uogea will be achieyed only by

LeVels of:living are affected by the amount of goods and
services which money incomes can buy, not just by changes in
money.aucomes'Whichmay. .7 : - -. . t--' .d.C.61. x

,

26. Although there is no correlation between population density and
dependencyupon agriculture,'non-industrialii,ed countries which
are denselLpOpulated'tend to have low levels of living.

E27, In all societies, people have certain econoicgoals. Although
some economicgoals'are'yexTmuch alike, different. societies
Place differing emphaSis uPon'them.'

.

*a, People usually would like to see theireconomic system provide
both economid'growth (ancl so higher:levels of liying) and
stability .(and So 'economic security); however,. the emphasis
On (:ch goal tay:,differ.

.-71.

i *1) People's ideasof what constitutes an adequate level of
living on one hand or PoVertyn the other changes: as.
average living levels change and differ from one country
to another. '',. .

.

+b.' People differ in the degree to.which.they,desirefreedomof
economic choice (of occupation and /or disposal ofi.ncome) as a
goal of their economic System.

*c., People differ in the degree to which they desire a reduction in
inequalitieS of ecOnomidoPportunity or income:
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goals are very much alike, different societies

.ng emphasis upon them,
ally would like to see their economic system provide
mic.growth (and so higher levels of living) and
'(and so economic security); however, the emphasis
al may differ. X X

a ideas of what constitutes an adequate level of
ton one hand or poverty on the other changes as
living levels change and differ from one country

;her. X X X

'fer in the degree to which they desire freedom of
:hoice (of occupation and/or disposal of income) as a
:eir. economic system.

'fer in the degree to which they desire a reduction in
.es of economic opportunity or income. X
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28. In general, people wish to sell their labor, land, or capital for
the highest incomes possible in order to obtain the largest amount
of desired ,00ds and services ossible.
a. People tend to work hardest at those jobs for Qlich they receiv

the :reatest incentives (moneta and non-monetary.) X

'1 In practice economic incentives in communist count7.ies do
not differ greatly from those in mature capitalist countries. X

*b. In general business firms try to maximize profits.
*1) The incentive to achieve as large an income as possible is

modified b other incentives. X
22,tprices including, wqpi;Iltre affectecillynd demand.

*a. Other things being equal, the price of a good rises when the
good is in short supply as compered to the demand for the good
and falls when the supply of the good is larger than the demand
at the existingsrice. X X

1..

*b. Wage rates affected bar supply and demand for labor. X
c. If the money supply increases while the supply of goods remains

the same the detmLa.jyI.ndforoodsusual'ises.T X
30. Other things being equal, the higher the price for a good a

product, labor, capital), the larger the quantity which will
become available for sale.

31. Adjustment of supply to demand is hampered by factors which
decrease the mobility of productive resources.

+ a. The use of large amounts of capital outlay for machines and
buildings, etc..makes possible the reduction of costs per unit
if they are fully employed; however, they make adjustment to a
decline in demand more difficult.

'32. In a competitive system, many of the producers and consumers do not
have a perfect knowledge of prices and quality of goods and methods
used by others to reduce costs; consequently, the market system .
does not always work out in practice as described in theory.

33. Collective bargaining enables workers to agg omorate their bargain-
ing power in dealing with employers.

1
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.
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a4. Economic.systems differ as to how questions are resolvedTERt----H--
what and how much to produce, how it _shall .be produced, and who
shall get what goods and services.

*a. The runaamentai alirerence between economic: f1,:N!.. 1,T1E-EN
and by whom the basic economic decisions over allocation of
resources are made, rather than in who ou:fl: the reco13rcPs. X X

*1) THU power to allocate resources ls imy.41.-.1 tc-..:1, 7duvyzr

to control what and how much will be produced.
*2) iaonomic systems are usually mixed, with both public and

private ownership and with decisions-made both by the
government and by consumers.

431-1E-IT rImleer dr-so" -EUroier-tne goverminnt nUF-137
market Gystem is important in affecting hou 2-,Jserrces
should be allocated. Grich cconoinic systems ara baced large-
.ly upon tradition and reciprocal relationahipo 7:bich grew
up in the past. In all systems reciprocal relattwohips
are combined with a market syemem or a command nystem.

----re4-Irrivaeertlerpriae system, it is the market which
permits buyers and sellers to deal with one another, which
translates demand and supply into a price system, and whit
is chiefly responsible for"the way in whibh basic economic
questions are worked out. The market serves to determine
largely what shall be produced, how it shall be produced,
and who shall get what part of the production (or national
income). In other words, the market is the main allocating
device. However, government policies and factors which
interfere with perfect competition also affect the
allocation of resources.

*a Government policies affect the operation of the

market.,
X

*1 Governnent Policies toward monopolies and restrictive
practices affect business activities both directly
by affecting pricus and output and indirectly by
affecting income distribution.

In proactico in communist countries most means of produc-

tion are owned by the gavemxnent, althoud-4
t , . OLO ili overnment ownershie varies. X
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.argely what shall be produced, how it shall be produced,_
nd who shall get what part of the production (or national
ncome). In other words, the market is the main allocating
evice. However, government policies and factors which
nterfere with perfect competition also affect the
llocation of resources.

Government policies affect the operation of the
market..

.*1. Government policies toward monopolies arid restrictive
practices affect business activities both directly..
by affecting prices and output and indirectly by
affecting income distribution.

..e proactice in communist countries most means of produc-

ion are owned by the goTernment, although
?1,' ;:x.Q.portion cf aPvernment ownership varies. X X
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*6) In. command economies most of the basic economic decisions
are-made by the goverment.' . X X

*a) The.allocation of resources in a command' economy is
determined basically by the central planners, not by
free consumer demand.

X

b) Centrally planned economics find it easier to divert
resources to certain goals-than do economics based upon
a market s stem.

X
.

c Even in'a centr: ly planned economy, economic -nners
cennot make all of the decisions as to all of the de-
tails of what, how much, and how things nhail be.

. .prcduced. .

. --
X

Ta By its taxation poliCies, govarnments ingluenee 71ho ahall
'get whatproportion of certain kinds of outs; of:the
economic system. .

.

.X X

-_k...

---70-IndireCt taxes take aAargar ort of the .tncome of
thOse in lower inceele ItriFAs than of thcr3e in upper
incce levels if .both &I:cups buy the gool.a.on which
the taxes are laced. ' ..

-----
.

X
.

Government labor policies affect business activity
directly by affecting hours of work or by -restricting
child and Women labor.

X

. +9 Government spending on goods and services and for transfer
payments (pensions, social security, welfare) may make
up fOr a lack of deMand by the private sector and bring
a rise in business activity.

X.

*b. Most economic, systems are in the process of-constant
change.

35. As economic systems become more mature and complex, centralized
planning becomes more difficult, although modern computers
facilitate the detailed planning needeth

X

..a. The lack of techniques for measuring the, value of capital
. .makes it difficult to determine the most efficient use of

capital investment in achieving goals and to decide. when it
is cheaper or-more economic to Wild new factories or:buy.
new machines rather than to repair old ones.

.

b. The lack of a free market system makes it difficult to
evaluate the efficiency. of managers of lants.

.
.

.
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c. Both centralized and decentralization of economic planning
have advantages and disadvantages in terms of the rational
use of resources to achieve the major goals of planning for
an entire economy.

36. Culture is learned, not inborn.
* a. Human beings have similar drives but they satisfy these drive
. in different ways depending on their culture.

b. Man's physiological characteristics anti -personalities are
affected by learning;

---I 1 en romanNtrc=-1----re sreafrier-airdairrio 1,..-tircirill--
oociaties.

----2-JCle-iniFTAThf coiii-thilratTdririrTirgi.cf.gliEriailly-
Gther situations in any oultureteresto develop peraonal-
ities with aaoe common charaeteriattA(modal personalitts1
different froM those in other cocietiaa.

,

a) in -a rireFe-firifFei Tfra-oi=i-dUlc1:.;;Frr-tilTETATiatice.--
society, some emotions and sentiments are strorgly re-
pressed; others are encouraged. As a result any one
group has a modal personality or personalities among
its adults.

.

+ c. Members or a group ihrluence tne behavior o otter members by
setting up and enforcing norms for proper behavior; they even
influence the perceptions of other members.

n. Social contror is entorced by social sanctions, rOrmal anti in-
formal.

3137-0-a-Br-the major causes or factionalism wit= a group is the
involvement of some of its members in other groups. and organize-
tions with competing goals and values.

.

39' berg at any group may join it -for varying reasons, some or-
which have nothing to do with the goals of the organization.

40. An iffivithaltrousht up in one culture and7fartnrust into
another (or returning from another), faces serious problems of
edjuetment to the new culture; the resulting culture conflict
involves mental conflict and tension.

sot a es ve functions and
differing cmphasiummilEllar functions.

'

\
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.a. Family funetiens,moy. vary over time and from group to .group
within a sb.7,5.s. .

.

2. The structure of the family varies from szeiety to society and
from group to r4rouu within the society.

a. All cultures nave the nuclear family, even if the ideal com-
bines the nuclear family in a more - complex extended family
system.

3. Methods of mate selection very over time and from one society to
another. They are intimately tied Up with the position of women,
with attitudes toward property, with the stratification of

.

society, and with ethfr a-52.tacts of 'bIO:buree

X

Ti. The existence of culture is dependent upon man's ability to use
symbols in crimmunication. .

'.' a . Tai-zuai.e ..,?:'abla3 ;Tian. to mho his experiences coptinuoUs and

to apply povicus experience with Problems to new problems
beyond actual physical experience; it makes the cumulatilie--
mess of culture possible.

X

X
.wb. Language. facilitates communication, the deNelopmerif of an on7-

gOing culture, and reasoning.- ' X
* c. Writing.facilitatesPommunicationand the .cumulativeness of
_ , culture. X

. The broad outlines of the groupd plan of all cul-czep are about
the same because men always and everywhere are faced. with
certainunavbidahle problems arising out of the situation given

. by nature..

*a. Tvery'culture must provide for the needs for satisfaction of
the elementary biological requirements such as warmth, food,
and sex and the "need for positive affect" or gregariousness
of man.

b. All cultures have the nuclear faMj.ly either as the sole pre-
vailing form or as the basic Unit from which more, complex
family fOrm6 are .compounded; thus the nuclear. family is
universal.!

÷c. The culture of every human society provides for differentia-
tion.of status and role among its members on the dithensions
of age and sex plus additional asrects of differedtietion
such as authority. -- '
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A. Every culture has a language capable of expressing all
concepts necessary to the people who are a part of that

Culture:
* e. All cultures., require. a certain minimum of reciprocal behavior

, for cooperation to obtain subsistence and other ends of
social life.

+.f. All cultures have a standard system of mutually'accepted
values..

* 1) In all societies people are expected to behaVe in certain
ways and are taught that certain things are good and cer-
tain things are bpd. X L

+ g. All cultures have a "religion" in the sense that all provide
a net of behaviors which apply to those aspects of lUe which
are believed to be not rationally mloEstandabJe or control-
able empirically and 'which incltdes an aspect of e, non-;
empirically known order of the universe with relevance to
the fateof the individual, his relationships. in society,

WO. hialtattiga111thauniverse. .

46. Whenever things valued by a society are scarce,.there will be
differentiated access to and control of those valued and scarce
things bysub7groups within the society. These scarce things
ma .e material r nos-u:terial.

.

ic.a. Control of one or a few scarce things may enable the group
to get control of other scarce and valued things and thus
pyramid their control or power. . X .

*b. Class membership has certain effects on life and behavior
(class correlates). X

11

*c. Societies differid the relative -.;Mber of ascribed and
achieved statuses they provide and in the relative emphasid
sue... each. .

*1) Every society provides for a differentiation of status
among its members On the dimensions of age andsex plus
additional aspects of differentiation.

*2) Members of a.caste cannot move out of their caste, al-

.

though as the caste system changes, there is more likeli-
hood of vertical mobility
a) Members of a caste must marry within the caste.

*b) Members of a caste usually follow specific occupations.
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3) Castes have a fixed relationship, one to the other,
which may involve exchange of services and mutual
responsibilities and obligations. .

d. If an individual is aware of his membership in a class, this
awareness may affect his behavior.

47. Members of class can move out of aclass by various means, and
this mobility may be up or down. The degree of vertical mobility
varies from society to society. X X X

+a. Changes in the educatiOnal system may affect class structure.
The more widespread the system of education, the greater the
mobility between classes.

.

-m The more indP3tvislized and urbani.7.od the society, the more
differentid .i.ld open the o,'/Jtm of rAratifications; the
less inatIptrili7.ed md uoban the foc.leby, the loos A.;112-o-
bility,between claoses. L_

--rC:M3cietIes daiIE-Eii-iigvee 6f.6,i1U-i-aility b6.'en
classes :which is possible. .

X
l) Although it is difficult to change'a caste system, suEE

systems do change as a result of economic.and ideological
changes.

48. The amount of class conflict is related to the degree of
difference.among classes, the degree of vertical mobility poss-
ible, and the degree to which propaganda is used to arouse or
prevent class conflict. X X

49. Groups may engage in powet conflict; one group tries to domin-
ate another in order to take something from it, such as labor
or wealth.

.

* a. In political conflict there is a struggle over scarce values
or goals; each side tries to use the political.system to
attain its goals. X X.

*b. Conflict or struggle may bring together otherwise unrelated
groups. Coalitions and temporary associations will result
from conflict where primarily pragmatic interests of the
partidipants are involved. X X X

4-c. Groups engaged in continued.struggle with the outside tend
to be intolerant within. They are unlikely to tolerate more
than limited departures from group unity.

X.
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* 1) Countriois arc more intolerant of those they consider sub-

versive in times of crisis and threats frcm abroad
than during times when they.face no such threats. X

*d. Conflict serves to establish and maintain the identity and
boundary lines of societies and groups. X
1) In one-party countries it is necessary to identify the

party with the country or invent an "enemy" to hold the
party together. X

e. Con inued engagement in conflict tends to bring about the
acceptance by both parties of common rules regulating the
conduct of conflict.

IritCaflicts in which ,people feel that they are fighting for
ideals are likeJy to be:fiercer than tlaoc which involve only
personal reasons. Religious conflict ?nay be fierce and aim at
the complete annihilation or conversion of the enemy.

----1
X

)Wre-ther or not a religious group Tali attempt to annihilate
members of other groups or will adopt some of the beliefs
of other religious groups depends upon the basic beliefs
and values of the religion.

g. Conf let with another group as in warj-leads to the mobiliza-
tion of the energies of group members and hence to increased
cohesion of the group.

h. Industrial conflict does not occur in all societies; it does
not occur in a dictatorship which uses force to suppress
internal conflict. X X

50. Accommodation may occur among individuals having equal status
.and power or it may occur when one individual or group is in
a dominating position and can force others to accommodate. X

.

a. Minority groups are sometimes forced to accommodate. X
b. In autocratic governments, those who refuse to accommo;

are punished. X
c. When one country wins a war, it may force the defeated party

to accommodate,
Ad. Compromise is easier where there is not an ideological per-

ception of the issues, that is, where the issues are not mor-I
alized and seen as related to ther issues. I X
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.ntrifis axe more intolerant of those they consider sub-
rsive in times of crisis and threats frcm abroad
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:t of conflict. X

._ . . . _
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,. ......____,

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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1) Individuals tend to moralize their ideologies into right-
wrong, good-bad, true-falze, black and white dichotomies
which make compromise difficult if not immoral. X

51. Frustration may result in aggression or scapegoating. X
* a. Frustration may result in aggression X X
.1.----7 When cultural norms are strongly opposed to aaaression toward

certain people, or people are frustrated by events beyond
their control or the control of people whom they know, the
aggression may be turned against others who become scapegoats

* 52. Atthoritarian personalities tend to be conforTarto use
stereotyped thinking, and to project their wal. traits which
they consider undesirable onto other people; malty prcejudiced
people are authoritarian imrsonalities. X

* 53. Pepple try to work out rationaliy.ationL, for behatvor rich
is inconsistent with their basic values; ri,,,eism is a relatively
recent develppment which hews served as a rationalization for

---*
discrimination against other races (or so-called races).

T
a. Racial beliefs involve strongly-held attitudes which afTh7e-a

behavior both at the conscious and unconscious level.
M514. The behavior of people in crowds differs 'rom he r ehav or

in institutions. X
*55. Discrimination against a minority group tends to isolate members

of the group end promotes retention of their cultural values
and norms. X

*56. Although culture is always changing, certain parts or elements
may persist over long periods of time. X X X

*a. Culture traits may change through a process of diffusion. X

X

X

X

X

X
*1) People Who are in contact with each other are likely to

borrow cultural traits from each other.
*2) Migration of people from one part of` fHe world to another

involves the movement of culture and material objects,
thus resulting in changes in the area to which people
migrate.

*b. Culture traits may change as a result of innovation from
within a society. X X X
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* c. People change their culture if they feel a real need for
change, if they are dissatisfied Vzith present aspects of thei'
culture. (People do not change their culture unless they feel

a need for change.
1) Persons brought up in one tradition tend to think these

ways good ways of behaving. When people in a society lose

this belief about its ways, they are likely to change

them.

1

d. Change introduced from above or without is more likely to
occur if it is enforced, that is, if !.....nctions are app:ied to

people one desires to GLangel provldJng a reed for etr.Inge thc

Jo ;lot :C'cl §pgi.Itnecue.y. _ ________
-7.- So:.oce values are conducive to chailae, soze make change diffi-

.cult. x

X
.......___

X

+.1.) Where people have adopted a fatalialAc attitude, change
is much less likely than in societies there the people
believe that "a high degree of mastery over nature and
social conditions is possible."

*2) Traditional societies, which look to tradition for guidanc=
and do not welcome technological change, have very slow
rates of economic growth.

f. Persistence of cultural traits may be a result of the lack of
exposure to conditions which further change or to a reluctanc=
to chan,e. X

*1) Change in society is likely to occur more frequently or
more readily in the less basic, less emotionally charged,
more instrumental or technical aspects than in such things
as basic values, primary group relations, territorial and
religious stability, and prestige systems.

.

X

2) The more a social change threatens or appears to threaten
the traditional values of society, the greater the resis-
tance to that change and the greater its attendant cost
in social and personal disorRanization.

*31 Supernatural beliefs involve complexes of -oehavior which
are usually very resistant to change. X

-,g. Certain facets of the social structure may inhibit marked

social change and innovation.---- X X
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*1) Class structure may inhibit social change because upper
class members will fear loss of rights and not accept
ideas of people of lower classes. X

+a Those who benefit most from the stratification system
are most likely to accept it and most likely to oppose
change. (Those on top tend to rationalize the justice
of the stratification system as something natural--
juitified by religion or ability.) X

,

b) The division of labor and responsibilites among castes
produces a mutunAyinterdependent, very stable, and
slow-charging society.

. _

* c) The x.catotiE-P-57gE7to j.mIxove "Obis ofilviog is more

likA,y to come from those above the bottom otata of
society than from those at the bottom.

X
2) Family structure and coakaastruallize may maliE ca

difficult.
h. When an individual is strongly attached to a group and is

in continuing contact with it, his group-anchored beliefs
and behaviors are much less likely to change than as if he is
far removed from the group.

i. Frequently, change introduced from the outside is accepted
for a time, with resulting loss of traditional values and
conflict between generations. Later, as members of the society
discover that they cannot participate fully in the dominant
culture (or dominating society), or as they develop feelings
of insecurity, they react by developing nativistic movements
to reject the foreign culture and restore their old
cultural values.

-57. To be successful, a person who tries to introduce technological
change into a country must analyze many factors before select-

__ __ ing techniques to be used.

X

a. Attempts to introduce changemay-Fail if those crying to oring
about the change do not try to make changes congruent with,

_ existing structures.
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b. Outsiders may fail to introduce change if they fail to fit

the change into the value system of the society to be changed

c. Those rom ano her c ture who attemnt to induce technologi-

cal change may fail because they fail to communicate with the

people of the underdeveloped country.

*a.. becuring participation by the people in all phases of the

innovation process gives people a chance to develop a feeling

of need for it and enables them to work out adjustments in

their own way.
_

*e. It helps if someone with great authority and prestige can be

induced to be first in adopting an innovation.

_ _ _ _ _ _. _

.-lef. ca7a-j-Is more-lilly to occur if it ts enforced; Itat is if

sanctions are applied to people one deeires to charge,

providing a need for change which rople do not feel

spontaneously. __ . _ _ _ . _ _ . , . . . _ . _ . . . _ _ _ _

g77. ed atixwt to in elage nay bacIdtre and

arouse resistance to future attempts at change.

h. Broad -scale trends in the emergence of cultural forms are

demonstrable; over time these forms have passed from simplic-

ity to complexity. An important consequence of cultural

evolution is the progressive increase of the amount of energy

put under control for utilization by men.0. A given culture is an integrated whole, based on fundamental

postulates or values.
*a. All the institutions in a society are related; because of

this interrelationship, a change in one. institution is likely

to affect other instituitions. (Changes in the family are

reflected in other institutions and changes in other institu-

tions are reflected in the family.)
-------1-1,Mjaff-siftS in the economic basis of livelihood are almost

always followed by significant changes in the nature

of family organization and role of women.
+2) An institution is an interrelated cluster of roles and the

attached meanings and values; changes in institutions are

consumated by changes in roles and consequently by
changes in relations between these members and outsiders.

Unless these role relations change, the institution does

not change despite change in the particular people who
assume the roles.
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* b. Changes in one aspect of a culture will have effects on
. other aspects; changes will ramify whether they are techno-

logical, in social organization, in ideology, or whatever
else ia_a part of the _cultural ayatem.

*1) Technological change may create serious problems in a
society.9. Political revolutions are usually the result of multiple causes. X X

*60. Each culture is unique. X X #

X

* 61. Ideologies are important for the structure they give to the
political system, the answers they give to ambiguous situations,
and the cues for responses they suggest.

62. Ideology is associated with those people in the prlitical
system with the greatest political mareness, involvenent,
and inforpntion.

6-3. People with different ideologies nay perceive the cue scene
and their ideologies will give it sharply different meaning
and significance --maybe even different perceptions of the
facts.

X

*a. A person's perceptions are affected by his 'values and
ideology, X

*64. No country lives up completely to itg ideology;
*65. The contrast between democratic and non-democratic political

systems may be looked at as a conflict in basic underlying
values.

X

* a. The community demands order and stability--goals which may
be incompatible with the demands of individuals. The
continuing attempt to solve the dilemmas of this conflict
is the central problem in all attempts to create and modify
Political institutions.

#1) In totalitarian countries the individual's rights are
sacrificed for the ood of the state. X X X

2) The democratic system includes the following values:
respect for the individual personality and individual
freedom, belief in rationality, equality, Justice, rule
by law, and constitutionalism. X
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*a) There is a difference in value assumptions about the
individual, his worth and competence; democracy accord:
the individual a greater role in the direct determina-
tion of his destiny.

b) The history of democracy over the last several centur-
ies has been one of the gradual expansion of elector-
ates by the elimination of voting qualifications.

X )

*b. Freedom s relationship T.Crdemocracy is a close and obvious one;
the organizations of majorities, the co petition in goals, and
the ability to oppose which deinoc:racy pn.:31,pposes all d.;-.7Fond
on high degree of p:?reenal freedom.

C. Ttherament Eal.on my crca-e tile coiyiltions 1.35-ftlie-iiiiroYrifelt

of freedom and basically, it may create the conditions of
order and stability without which the freedom means nothing;
it may also curb non - governmental menaces to freedom.

M Totalitarladisms extend the scope or poliTics farTheyondWusua
to include almost all aspects of life,
a. le uni y an .omogen e y o' 1 e wich o a 1 ar an sm emans

is contrary to the pluralism of liberal democracy. (Totali-
tarianisms cannot tolerate the existence of groups or institu-
tions which may be the source of loyalties which compete with
or diminish those of the state.)

X

X

X

X

b. 'Totalitarianism finds if impossible to coerce a large popula-
tion constantly; instead, it coerces indirectly by controlling
wills, fears, etc., through the use of symbols, mass media, etc
1) Totalitarianisms may seek to alteTTEEaaent of the arts t.

use them for. the propagandistic and symbolic purposes of the
totalitarian political system.

*27-7qencies o' posit ca soc alization nc .e, hose wi n
the political system as well as those without (such as mass
media, social groups, etc.); in fact, totalitarian politica
systems are marked by governmental dominance of this process.

-gc. Since democracy s t e ch of po 1 ea expec a on o" the
tiIL.S, ologarchies have had to accept the symbols and

forms of democracy, if not its substances

X

.-

X

X X
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*1) Oligarchies maintain themselves within the forms cf democrac
by control of resources, information, attention, and exper-
tise.

*d. Recent totalitarianisms have often been symbolized by the
political leader. Instead of demanding the full and total loyalt
to the abstraction of the state, the totalitarian regime
personalizes that loyalty in the leader. :

,--

e. Oligarchies have had persistent troubles in solving the
problem of succession, especially where they have abandoned
the succession by bicth.

f. There are strains between the political ideal of dictatorship
and the organizational dc;mnds cf modern industrial society. X

*g. In contemporary olicrubl:,:s the ,.;oliti.cal party becomes ;,he

instrument bx_Nhioh '.;:.! few pvern in the vfie of van y. 1 X ._ _ _ _

. _ _ .

67. Indivicils know the Irlltical system as a .E.,t of imiges azd
pictures created for tb.cm by comunitovs; they react to tho2e
in es rather than to le 7.;:a1 world and real vr:(51e2 _ . _ . 1C..._. . . ... ___

*a. Individuals know a foreign culture as a set of images and
pictures created for them by communicators; they react to these
images rather than to the real world and real people.

*b. Control of political communicatt.ca is effective control of
political behavior.

*c. Most political communication depends on the use of negative and
positive symbols, stereotypes, and other communication short-
cuts; effective communication depends on the effective man-
ipulation of those symbolic tools.

68. Political scientists have long assumed that there are social con-
diAons which a society must meet before it can make a go of
democracy; they hardly agree on what they are, but most suggest
common values, a communication system, a stable society, a
minimum economic well being. Although literacy no longer appears
to be indispensible, there is a need for a communication system
of some sort.

* a. Democracy does not bear up well in societies in which basic
dissatisfactions with the social and economic institutions pre-
vail and become the focus of political competition.

*b. Obstacles to communication may create the belief thb.6 other
peoples are outsiders and/or enemies.
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*1) Obstacles to communication may be social as well as geo-

graphic.
* c. Effective political communication depends both on technologicia

skills and on the skills of the population. X Y

*1) Effective political communication depends in part upon the
skills of the population (literacy or at least a common

language).

X X

X
. X

* d. Freedom is culturally determined; the individual has to be
taught what the options are, how one goes about exercising theny
why he should exercise them.

a lrge, complex oolaty-is steed -by rseveral59. flacision-mai:Mg im Er

uollps -and i1.3 bj3,.!-t to varyiqg WIA=fl.er:s and ltult;;W:lcvme

Political ixiv.::,r J3 v,z:Dven.1,y cli.b.d.l.I:roudfi a '1..o'l;.Al'ition.

.3.) Th viAl dia.rlbution of poJ.ibial P&ger refleas'the
basic ami:qual qistribution of i000urces, okilla, and
motivation in the society. ,

TE)- The unequal distribution of rover reajal acp&-66f--------
political organization; individuals jolt, into agaregates
to increase their political power by joining it with others

#3) Political decision-making in a democracy is saFarly
several groups and is subject to varying influences.

*1.) Political power may rest in forma governmen a pos ons,

but need not.
5) Decision-making in ell oligarchy rests with a small group.

a) In a totalitarian country there is no separation of
powers between those who make and those who carry out
policy.

*6) It is unlikely that one could and many genu ne au ocrac es
(rule by one) in a complex modern government; they are very
likely really oligarchies. The scope of goverrment and the
variety of clienteles demands a variety of skills that one
man does rot possess.

X X

.

X

*a) Every decision-maker is dependent on advice, knowledge,
information, political intelligence, and as a result,
those advisors who can provide him with it have an im-
portant base for exerting power and influence on the
official
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.es to co-munication may be social as well as geo-

po Ica commun ca ion epens so on ec no og ca
'_ on the skills of the population. X X
:ve political communicatinn depends in part upon the
of the population (literacy or at least a common
;e).

3 culturally determined; the individual has to-5F---
It the options are, how one goes about exercising the
)uld exercise them. X

.,..._. ...... ,
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*b) A law or policy must be effectuated and applied; in that
. process the whole decision-making process goes on again. X

*b. Decision-making is affected by many factors.
*1) Any decision is in part the product of the internalized

. values, the perceptions, and the experiences of the person
makin the decisions.

2) Political decison-making is limited by many factors: permis-
sability, available resources, available time, available
information, and_revioT commitments.

*a) The inatitpti.ons of goveznqlent constitute the arenas or
the if.,y,-ct-.11e within which the ,Authoritati-4-e (1.eisions of

the ::-)1 itj,..41 pros 1411Jr"

(1) A is i.ar for a tQi-.:,11);:)j.an sy2Eem to mmLe 01S-Z'Gic

mpidly than It id Zor a democmi;ic .5ystem to
do no.

*b) The d.:elzipn-aaker reacts toIxe4sures from other decision
makers to public opinion; however, the way in which
these factors influence decision-making differs in dem-
ocratic and totalitarian societies.

70. The means used may make it difficult to achieve the stated ends.*
71. Taking the policy-making process as a whole, the general strategic

advantages lie with the status quo.
* 72. The leadership of any group must try to maintain group cohesion

. and must also organize its strategies and provide intellectual
leadership..

X x

X

X
a. Dictators may be aggressive in order to build or not lose

support at home.
73. The type of leader differs in different situations.

a. The requirements for leadership may chage; as an organization
or government develops, ;he need for leaders with administra-
tive skills tends to lace the need for a charismatic leader.

*74. The number of paitical parties in the system wi depend on
basic nature of the cohesions and conflicts in the society, on
the government stmc61re, and on the electoral system.

*75. One -party systems tend to develop a competitiveness within the
dominnnt party, but this factional competitiveness lacks the

stability and predictability of inter-Tarty competition. X
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'-(6. The relative centralization or decentralization of power within
political parties is related to the centralization of authority
within the.political system as a whole.

77. Every legislature is directly a product of the electoral and
consitutency system which produces it; the composition and loyal-
ties of the members affect access of different groups in society
to the legislative body.

78. Federalism pays greater homage than unitary systems to local dif-
ferences and autonomy but it also pays the greater price in in-
consistencyjmd diversity._

79. The aeration of powers is intended to and does produce institu-
tional deadlock and delay move often than the roxliamentary

___FlYs.telnle!wat.... ______ _____ ___________. ...____
E3. Deadlock is ruled out of the operation of Invliamentary

cabinetby the dorendence of the cabinet on the on, going support of a
malority_of the legislators.

.Y;______.

X

X.

__. .... .

80. The political importance of the judiciary depends largely on
whether or not it has responsibility for declaring acts of the
other two branches unconstitutional.

81. Larger complex bureaucracies result from the growing governmental
roles in mature,_ industrial societies.

82. Selective renrnitment of bureaucracy nay be and often has been
responsible for its definition of its political role.

X
83. Constitutions may be written documents, but in some cases they

exist wholly or in large part as custom or interpretation.
84. Representative democracies have almost entirely replaced direct

demoCracy, largely for the practical reasons of greater numbers
and geographical area and the increased need for expertise in
nolicy-making.

85. The individual citi n-1 or participant in the political system
approaches the political process with a complex of political
attitudes) outlooks, values, and goals..

X

86-. Political activity, which they individual seeks his goals and in-
terests through the political system, takes any number of forms,

depending on the nature of the system, and varies greatly in
incidence.
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87. All of the places of earth are tied together oy forces of man
and nature. X

a. Nan has Speeded spatial interaction. Trade has drawn the world
X

_closer_together.
*1) People in most societies of the world depend upon people

who live in other communities, regions, and countries, for
goods and services and for markets for their roods. X

b. City life is heavily dependeng 111,,A1 trade. X
c. The development of cities is dependent upon the development

of agricultural surpluses, specialization, and traded X

Ji__X:
.K

__ X

66, The world is a community of 4nterdependent countries. ;important
happenings is one part of th uOrld affect other Darts.)
a. War seems to be the result of multiple, interrelated causes.

* b. War has cakious physical and psychological fffects upon people
. in wartorn areas. -
----* lJ Wars have an important econonic impact aeon peorle.

X

X
1

89. Nationalism usually makes people prepared to divert reoources
and effort into channels in which they will make a maximum
contribution to national power.

*a. Nationalism leads to a high degree of intense support
within the country for the goals and instruments a nation
chooses to use in international affairs. X

90. Imperialism, and particularly attitudes of superiority by members
of the imperialist country, give rise to feelings of frustration;
when combined with the diffusion of nationalistic ideas, from
other countries it helps gi.re rise to feelings of nationalism. X

1

91. Political revolutions are usually the result of multiple causes. X X X
92. The international system may be looked at as a series of power

relationships. X X
*a. There are many sources of national power in dealing with other

nations. X X X
* 1) Military capacity is an important factor in the development

of national power, but not the only one or even the dom-
inant one. X X X

#a) Military power as a means of national power depends upon
the willingness to use it. - X
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. b) Force as a means of national power depends not only
on the effective preponderance of force but the
possibility that its use may alienate the support of
other nations. X

*2) Differences in population, resources, and economy may be
reflected in differences in national power; that is to .

say, they are important bases or components of national
p2wer.
a) Industrial capaicity and energy sources are important

bases of nat.;.cnal powers
b). Scientific and technological development provide an in-

portant conripnent of national power.
b. National power At y be brought to bear ou other nations thru,,gh

many channels and mechanisms: force, diplomacy, international
law, international organizations; the choice among them
depends on the natiwe of the goal, Its itzortance, the
effectiveness of the means, its accettability, etc.

,

i) The instrUmettact national power are not mutually exclusive;
the use of diplomatic channels.nay have behind it the pos-
sibility of military or economic sanctions.

c. Nations may pool their power behind common goals. in varying
systems of alliances and combinations.

d. Foreign policy considerations are affected by ideology,
considerations of national self-interest, perceptions of
power relationships between countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domestic problems at home.
1) The process by which a nation sets its foreign policy is

very much a part of its internal policies. X
e. In the international system, inequalities of power only

invite the use ofsome. form of coercion, .

------7111149
X

balance of power strategy is based on this premises X
.

.
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OBJECTIVES

GENERALIZATIONS

1. The broad outlines of the ground plan of
all cultures are about the same because
men always and everywhere are faced with
certain unavoidable problems arising out
of the situation given by nature.

a. All cultures have the nuclear family
either as the sole prevailing form or
as the basic unit from which more com-
plex family forms are compounded; thus
the klucJearefamily is universal.

b. The culture of every human society
provides for differentiation of sta-
tus and role among its members on the
dimensions of age and sex plus addl.;
tianal aspects of differentiation
such as authority.

c. Every culture has a language capable
of expressing all concepts necessary
to the people who are a part of that
culture.

d. All cultures require a certain minimum
of reciprocal behavior for cooperation
to obtain subsistence and other ends of
social life.

e. All cultures have a standard system of
mutually accepted values.

f. All cultures have a "religion" i

sense that all provide a set of
which apply to those aspects of
are Wieved to be no'c rational;
standable or controllable empirl
which includes an aspect of a 1-1,

cally known order of the univer
relevance to the fate of the Ind
his relationships, in society,
position in the universe.

g. Every culture must provide for t
for satisfaction of the elementa
logical requirements such as war
food, and sex and the "need for
affect" or gregariousness of man

2. Broad-scale trends in the emergence
tural forms are demonstrable; over
these forms have passed from simpli
comp7exity. An important consequen
cultura! evolution is the progressi
crease of the amount of energy put
control for utilization by men.

3. Culture is learned, not inborn.

a. Human beings have similar drives
satisfy these drives in differen
pending on their culture.

b. Man's physiological characterist
personalities are affected by lei
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. f. All cultures have a "religion" in the
sense that all provide a set of behaviors
which apply to those aspects of life which
are believed to be rot rationally under-
standable or controllable empirically and
which includes an aspect of a non-empiri-
cally known order of the universe
relevance to the fate of the individual,
his relationships, in society, and his
position in the Universe.

g. Every culture must provide for the needs
for satisfaction of the elementary bio-
logical requirements such as warmth,
food, and sex and the "need for positive
affect" or gregariousness o: man.

2. Broad-scale trends in the emergence of cul-
tural forms are demonstrable; over time
these forms have passed from simplicity to
complexity. An important consequence of
cultural evolution is the progressive in-
crease of the amount of energy put under
control for utilization by men.

3. Culture is learned, not inborn.

a. Human beings have similar drives but they
satisfy these drives in different ways de-
pending on their culture.

b. Man's physiological characteristics and
personalities are affected by learning.
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1) In different societies or in dif-
ferent groups within one society,
some emotions and sentiments are
strongly repressed; others are en-
couraged. As a result, any one
group has a modal personality or
personalities among its adults.

2) Even romantic love is learned and
is not present in all societies.

c. Persons brought up in one tradition
tend to think these good ways of be-
having. When people in a society
lose this belief about its ways, they
are likely to change them.

4. A region is delimited by some degree of
homogeniety of phenomena which sets it
apart from other regions.

ATTITUDES

1. Eelieves that the social sciences can
contribute to men's welfare by provid-
ing information and explanatory general-
izations which help them achieve cheir
goals.

2. Values the scientific method and ration-
al thought as applied to social as well
as to natural data.

3. Is sceptical of theories of single causa-
tion in the social sciences and is equal-
ly sceptical of panaceas.

4. Appreciates and respects the cultur
tributions 3f other countries, race
religions.

5. Believes in the possibilities of in'

social conditions.

6. Has a reasoned loyalty to the U.S.
sires to make it an ever better of
which to live.

7. Supports freedom of thought and exp

8. Is committed to the free examinatiol
social attitudes and data. Searc.he
ly for different points of view,

9. Values change as a means of achievir
but does not equate change with proc

16. Feels a sense of responsibility for
informed aboutcurrent problems.
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social conditions.

6. Has a reasoned loyalty to 'the U.S. and de-
sires to make it an ever better place in
which to live.

7. Supports freedom of thought and expression.

8. Is committed to the free examination of
social attitudes and data. Searches active-
ly for different points of view,

9. Values change as a means of achieving goals
lytt does not equate change with progress.

10. Feels a sense of responsibility for keeping
informed about current problems.
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

1. iNave pupils think back over the entire course. Hopefully, the
a good deal about each culture studied. Discuss: What advent
knowing something about these cultures? What other advantages
rg these cultures than just knowing more about each one? (Tr

generalize about the importance of comparative study for devel
izz.tions)

2. Discuss: Would you agree that culture means "shared meanings a
you agree with the anthropologist Wallace who thinks a culture
some shared behaviors and few shared meanings or values? What
you have learned about the concept of culture?

3. Ask students to think back to the cultures studied durinq this
have studied in earlier years. Discuss: Do you think there a
versals, regardless of the society? Would you agree Alith thos
who argue that there are broad -scale cultural trends in the em
forms from one society to another? Why or why not?

4. Ask pupils to think back to what they learned about cultural r

on Western Europe. Discuss: Do you think, in the light of wh
these four areas we have studied this year are properly separa
pions? Why or why not?

5. Discuss: Would you agree with the social scientists who argue
evitable since it is cultural and therefore learned? Or do yon
inevitable?

6. Discuss: Suppose you are asked to attend a conference at the 1

in order to give your advice about U.S. foreign policy decisio
as sure of what specific decisions should be as you were when
Why or why not? Can you think of any principles which you now
gest for policy decisions, regardless of what country the U.S.
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

think back over the entire course. Hopefully, they have learned
about each culture studied. Discuss: What advantages do you see in
thing about these cultures? What other advantages are there to study-

itures than just knowing more about each one? (Try to get pupils to
bout the importance of comparative study for developing some general-

uld you agree that culture means "shared meanings and values?" Or would
th the anthropologist Wallace who thinks a culture can exist with just
behaviors and few shared meanings or values? What else do you think
rued about the concept of culture?

to think back to the c'Jltures studied during this year and others they
in earlier years. Discuss: Do you think there are any cultural uni

ardless of the society? Would you agree with those social scientists
at there are broad -scale cultural trends in the emergence of cultural
ne society to another? Why or why not?

o think back to what they learned about cultural regions in the'unit
urope. Discuss: Do you think, in the light of what you now know, that
reas we have studied this year are properly separated into cultural re-
or why not?

uld you agree with the social scientists who argue that war is not in-
ce it is cultural and therefore learned? Or do you think, that war is

bpose you are asked to attend a conference at the U.S. State Department
give your advice about U.S. foreign policy decisions. Du you think you are
chat specific decisions should be as you were when you began this course?
)t? Can you think of any principles which you now think you would sug-
cy decisions, regardless of what country the U.S. is dealing with?
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7. Discuss: In the light of what you have now learned-about other cultures, what chal-
lenges do you see facing the U.S.? Do you think we can learn anything from other
cultures which might be applied in this country? Do you think you have learned any-
thing about internal problems which face this country as well as about our foreign
policy problems?

Tell pupils about how the Post Office Department has at times kept U.S. social
scientists from getting materials printed in U.S.S.R. Discuss: Do you think
such a practice was wise? Why or why not?

9,, Tell pupils about some comments a few years ago about the need to keep controver
sial issues out of schools -- including the study of U.S.S.R. Also point out the
demand by some that pupils not be given materials written by communists or by those
who disagree withour system of government. Discuss: Do you think it hurt you to
study communist countries? to read material written by communists? Have your at-
titudes toward the U.S. changed at all during the course of the year? Should contro-
versial issues be banned from the schools? Tell pupils about some of recent laws.and
statements requiring teaching about communism and about the way it it done in some
places as indoctrination. Discuss: Do you think courses dealing with communism
should follow such procedures of indoctrination? Why or why not?

10. Have pupils consider what they have learned about change other than that there is
change and that there is also a persistence of cultural traits. Discuss: Some peo-
ple resist almost all changes of a non-technical variety. Others are quick to suggest
a great variety of changes when problems arise. Do you think change- is bad per se?
Why or why not? Do you think change always means progress? Why or why not? Do you
think that progress is inevitable in man's affairs? Why or why not? What implica-
tions do your ideas have toward your action as a citizen of this country?


